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study guide

part 1 : episodes 1 - 12
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This resource has been designed 
to accompany each episode of My 
Year 12 Life. Activities have been 
linked to the Australian Curriculum, 
General Capabilities and the Health 
and Physical Education Curriculum 
as well as NSW specific curriculums, 
Crossroads and Stage 5 PDHPE. 
We encourage teachers to embed 
this series of activities into existing 
comprehensive units of work that 
contain content which includes 
themes such as resilience, goal 
setting, exam stress, friendships, 
respectful relationships, mental 
health and future directions. 

Activities have been designed to 
be flexible - your class may decide 
to complete all activities which 
accompany the episode or you may 
choose the activities which best 
fit your school context and time 
allocation for your lesson. 

In addition, these activities may also 
be used in pastoral care/wellbeing 
sessions with Year 11/12 students in 
preparing them for, and through Year 
12.

As some aspects of this resource 
and series may be considered to be 
sensitive issues by parents/carers it 
is  important to consider informing 
the school’s parent/carer community 
that your class will be viewing and 
completing these activities.

Year 12 brings considerable stress 
to students. It is therefore important 
to develop effective lines of 
communication and it is suggested 
that schools inform their parent/carer 
community, as well as the school 
counselor/psychologist they are 
completing these activities in class 
in case of further support being 
required by students during, or after 
the class has occurred. It is also 
of benefit to involve the counselor/
psychologist in the running of these 
activities (where appropriate) to 
remind students of their role at 
school and to know where to go for 
help if needed.

Disclaimer: This resource has been 
developed for use by teachers in 
Health and Physical Education, 
PDHPE and in pastoral care settings. 
Before relying on the material, 
users should carefully evaluate its 
accuracy, currency, completeness 
and relevance for their purposes, 
and should obtain any appropriate 
professional advice relevant to 
their particular circumstances from 
specific State/Territory/Country and 
local Educational Sectors.
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Collaborate with students to develop 
a group agreement that sets the 
parameters for class discussions 
when participating in these activities 
and watching Year 12 Diaries.

Collaborate with students to develop 
a group agreement that sets the 
parameters for class discussions

Have students form small groups
of 3-4 

Give groups A3 paper and 3 minutes 
to come up as many ideas as they 
can regarding “class expectations/
rules” for the classroom and 
school to be a safe and supportive 
environment

Each group nominates two speakers 
to share with the class their ideas

Ideas are collaborated on the board 
to come up with the Class Group 
Agreement (10 dots points)

All students write a copy of this 
agreement in their books (so this 
can be referred back to at any point 
during the class)

Keep a whole class copy of 
this agreement displayed in the 
classroom for all students to see 

curriculum links
- Australian Curriculum
- General Capabilities
- Health and Physical
  Education
- NSW Croswsroads
- NSW PDHPE (Stage 5)

Teacher Note: 
Creating a safe, supportive and understanding learning environment is 
particularly important when discussion activities deal with sensitive issues 
in relation to the stresses associated with Year 12, such as relationships, 
exams, family conflict and general health and wellbeing. If watching in suc-
cession, using this activity for creating a safe and supportive environment is 
ideally used at the beginning of the series. You may also like to revisit this 
activity as a reminder to all students of the need for a safe and supportive 
environment throughout when viewing each episode. In order to provide 
a safe and engaging learning environment for students when viewing and 
discussing Year 12 Diaries, it is important for the class to:

Create a sense of trust and openness

Encourage participants to speak and listen to one another

Make space and time for student refection

Offer multiple avenues for participation and learning such as using a range 
of questioning techniques which open up discussion rather than trying to 
get to a quick right answer; recognise that some students may not feel 
comfortable sharing; explore ways of dealing with this such as using think, 
pair, share activities, explore ways to ensure that all students get an oppor-
tunity to speak, such as using talk tickets/sticks.

Help students to appreciate the points of view, talents and contributions of 
less vocal members

Pre-Screening Activity
Equipment required:
• A3 paper
• Pens/Pencils

Creating a safe and supportive environment

activity 1
group agreement
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Synopsis

Meet 14 students as they learnt 
to document themselves going 
through their final year of high 
school through daily video 
diaries. From Sydney to the 
Kimberleys, and everywhere 
in between, the stresses of this 
launch-pad year start on day 

- Move students in to a large free space

- Position students in two circles, the inside circle facing out and the outside 
  circle facing in so everyone has a partner. 

- Teacher reads out the questions and each pair has 1 minute to discuss
  their responses

- The outside circle moves one space to the left and the next question is read  
  out and answered. And so on until all questions are answered. 

activity: circle chat - self quiz

01

one as they delve into the 
pressures of the big score 
they will receive at the end of 
the year – the ATAR.

Themes explored

- My expectations
- My workload
- My competition

Equipment needed

- Sticky notes
- Pens/Textas/Markers/Pencils 
- Workbook/paper

1. What goals have I set for Term 1 Year 12?

2. What goals have I set for the whole of my Year 12 year?

3. Do I have a dedicated study space?

4. Do I have all the resources I need for all of my classes?

5. Do I have a system for organising my notes?

6. Have I organised a study schedule?

questions

switch on
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01

Y-chart

think-pair-share

brain dump

Draw a large Y chart on the board

- Students have one minute to think
  what Year 12 will:
 - look like
 - sounds like
 - feel like

- After one minute, students share 
  their answers with another student
  and decide their top three answers
  for each section and write them on
  the board

- Whole class discussion

Students discuss:

- What they know about Year 12/ the 
  ATAR/Options for Non-ATAR
  students

- What questions do you have about
  Year 12

- How/Who/Where can you find help
  to provide answers to your 
  questions (include online and at   
  school contacts)- includes School 
  Guidance/Careers Adviser/
  Counsellor, Head Teachers etc)

- Whole class discussion

During episode 1, students talk 
about the expectations placed on 
them as they are now in Year 12. 

- Using sticky-note, students write
  down as many expectations as they
  can think of.

- Place sticky notes on a board and
  then group them into categories 
  (eg. School, Home, Work, Friends..)

- Whole class discussion:
  Can we meet all of these
  expectations? 

activity 2

activity 3

activity 4

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 1 My Year 12 Life 

10 mins

10 mins

10 mins

my expectations

understand
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01

my workload

Shianna says that Year 12 is “stress plus” and “slowly 
killing me”

Students create a list of priorities/to do’s they have com-
plete over the next week and number them, 1 being the 
highest priority

Students compare and contrast their list with another 
student. Discuss similarities and differences

Teachers note: Guide discussion so that students 
consider online and offline places to go for help, 
including organisations/supports in the local school 
area. Discussion MUST also include: If you or a 
student are worried about someone and feel urgent
professional support is needed, turn to a trusted 
adult to help. If the need for assistance is life
threatening, call 000 (triple zero; Australia only).

Places students can go to for help include:

In-school supports:
 - Teacher
 - Year Advisor
 - Head Teacher Welfare/Wellbeing
 - Teachers Aide
 - Aboriginal Education Officer/School/
   Support Officer or Teachers Aide
 - Chaplain/Pastoral Care Worker/School
   Counselor

Out-of-school supports:
 - Parent/carer/extended family member
 - Friends
 - Coach
 - Online services such as: ReachOut.com,
   headspace, beyondblue,
   youth beyondblue
 - Counsellors/psychologists/GPs

creating a priority ‘to do list’
activity 1

10 mins

go to help list!
activity 2

10 mins

In pairs, students research and create a ‘go to list’ for 
Year 12s on where to get help when they are feeling 
stressed and overwhelmed.

act & apply
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Students discuss
 - Where does stress in Year 12 come from?  
   (School, home, government?)
 
Whole class discussion

think-pair-share
activity 1

10 mins

debate
activity 2

20 mins

Debate the following topic: Your ATAR is an acceptable 
measure to define the rest of your life

Divide class in half.

Half the class will debate ‘for’ the argument and
the second half ‘against’ the argument. 

Students work as individuals. Provide a
ten-minute time allocation to write as many dot points
for their side of the argument as possible.

Students form small groups of three to combine their
dot points.

Alternating between for and against sides, each group 
takes it in turns (one student at a time) to read out their
side of the argument.

Whole class discussion

Eden comments…

‘I don’t get how your ATAR
when you are 18 should define

the rest of your life…’

01 act & apply continued

my competition
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02
       

Synopsis

The countdown has begun with 
36 weeks until final exams. Tom 
is finding it hard to make it to 
school on time juggling two 
jobs, photography expeditions 
and late nights but resolves 
to perfect a side flip. Charlie 
is stressed about passing his 

The Government have asked all Year 12 students to come up with a new 
Public Holiday, dedicated to all Year 12 students.

Student challenge: Create a Snapchat/Facebook/Poster Advertisement 
detailing the following information:
 
 - Name of the public holiday
 
 - Traditions of the day
 
 - Rituals
 
 - Food
 
 - Activities

Students share their ideas with the whole class

activity: challenge

drivers’ licence and Trianna feels 
the pressure of falling behind 
in subjects at her competitive 
school. Meanwhile, Shianna 
grapples with dropping modern 
history and raves about the 
injustice of creative subjects 
being marked down.

Themes explored

- My relationships
- Competing demands

Equipment needed

- A4 paper (enough for
  two per student)
- Pens/Textas/Markers
  Pencils
- Weekly Study/Social/ 
  Work Schedule Template 
  Worksheet
- Online access 
- Laptop/desktop/mobile device
- A3 paper (enough for one 
  piece per student)

15 mins

switch on
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02

positives, negatives, questions

six squares

Students work in pairs to detail a list of positives, negatives and questions 
to ask about being in a relationship (boyfriend/girlfriend) when in Year 12.
 
Compare list with another group 

Students may like to draw the table below in their books to assist with their 
thoughts-if completing as a whole class, this table can be drawn
on the board.

Whole class discussion:
 - Are relationships a distraction?

Students fold one piece of A4 paper in to three, then in half, leaving ‘6 
squares’ to write on. Students number each square 1,2,3,4,5 and 6. 
Students write their answers in the corresponding box to the
following questions:

 1. When a friend pressures another friend to go out when they don’t 
     want to, my advice is…

 2. I would advise someone who is struggling with balancing school 
     and time with their boyfriend/girlfriend to…

 3. The best way to balance having a boyfriend/girlfriend and
     school is to…

 4. Friends help me find a balance in my school/social life by …

 5. Family can help me find a balance by…

 6. Where can someone go for help if they are finding it difficult to 
     balance study life and their social life?

activity 2

activity 3

10 mins

8 mins

understand
my relationships

positives negatives questions

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 2 My Year 12 Life 
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competing demands

Students explore;
- au.reachout.com/managing 
  -your-time
- au.reachout.com/how-to-write-a- 
  study-timetable

Students create a 10 point tip sheet   
for managing time

Students place their 10 point tips 
on the classroom wall as reminders

*Teachers note: If no online access, 
these fact sheets can be pre-down-
loaded prior to the lesson

Work, study, friends and family - 
learning to juggle them is a vital skill 
when in Year 12.

Students complete the worksheet -    
Weekly Study/Social/Work
Schedule Template to detail:
 - Top 5 priority tasks/
    activities for the week
 - All assignments/
   assessments due
 - Study sessions scheduled  
   (at school and after
   school hours)
 - Work shifts
 - Time with friends
 - Hobbies/Sport

Students compare with at least two
other students

Students use A3 paper to draw a
Y chart

Students write down
what procrastination; 
 - looks like
 - feels like
 - sounds like

Join with another student to
consolidate their ideas. Repeat so 
that students are now in groups
of three.

Whole class discussion: What is 
procrastination?

Discuss with a partner; 
Over the next two weeks at school, 
what priorities do you need to set? 
 
- What needs to be done NOW
- What can be done SOON 
- What can you leave until LATER?

tip sheet!

creating a schedule

Y-chart:
procrastination

activity 1

activity 2

activity 3

10 mins

15 mins

10 mins

02

act & apply
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Watch: ‘The Science of Procrastination and how to manage it’  
youtube.com/watch?v=1nBwfZZvjKo 

Students create a list of 5 rewards they can do during their Pomodoro 
breaks.

Students form groups of 5 to share responses and create a long list of 
possible rewards for studying/completing assessments and assignments 
(during their Pomodoro break)

Using the information gathered in Activity Two: Creating a schedule, 
students note down on their schedules when they will use the 
‘Pomodoro Technique’ 

YouTube: the science of procrastination
activity 4

15 mins

02 act & apply continued
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03
Synopsis

With 33 weeks until final exams, 
the pressures of juggling school, 
family and a social life set in. 
Alfie knows he must curb his 
party-going ways if he’s going 
to please his Mum but is finding 
study a challenge. Zoe struggles 
with the demands of homework 
and the need to move between 

Students complete the Traffic Lights worksheet
Discuss with a partner

*Teacher note: This worksheet can be referred back to and modified through-
out the year

activity: traffic lights!

her parent’s houses. Kayla is 
stressed over an increasing 
workload and arguments with 
Mum but receives a terrific gift 
and Ben gets excited about his 
18th birthday celebrations.

Themes explored

- My social life
- My family

Equipment needed

- A4 paper (enough for 
  two per student)
- Pens/Textas/Markers/ Pencils
- Weekly Study/Social/Work   
  Schedule Template Worksheet
- Online access 
- laptop/desktop/ mobile device
- A3 paper (enough for 
  one piece per student)
- Traffic Lights worksheet
- A3 paper for Graffiti Sheets
- 3,2,1 Ideas worksheet
- RAK Template

switch on

understand

Students explore the following websites to gather information for the graffiti
walk-writing down information they see as important/interesting about
safe partying.
 - theothertalk.org.au/hosting-a-teenage-party/
 - www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/healthyliving/
   partying-safely-tips-for-teenagers 

Create five graffiti sheets (five pieces of butchers paper/A3 sized paper 
around the room each with one of the following questions written at the top of 
the page).
 1. Reasons you might have a party in Year 12
 2. Issues which might occur
 3. Suggestions for safe partying
 4. What do you need to consider when planning a party
 5. Where to get help at the party if needed

Students work in small groups.

Allocate two minutes for each group to work with each graffiti sheet. After 
two minutes, groups move on to the next graffiti sheet.

Once each group has completed all five graffiti sheets, each group chooses 
and highlights five pieces of information recorded on the last graffiti sheet 
they wrote on as a group and presents their information to the class.

graffiti walk

activity 2
15 mins

my social life

*Teachers note: Info teachers 
may also like to share with the 
parent/carer community
kidshelpline.com.au/parents/tips/
having-fun-and-keeping-kids-
safe-at-parties/

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 3 My Year 12 Life 
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03 understand continued

Kayla is excited about getting her first car.
There is a lot to think about when learning to drive and getting/buying your 
first car. 

Students choose one of the following topics to explore:
 - Tips for young drivers 
 - Tips for buying a car

Students explore one of the following websites
(choice depends on State/Territory you live in):

 ACT: www.roadready.act.gov.au/c/roadready

  NSW: www.rms.nsw.gov.au/geared  

 NT: nt.gov.au/driving/licences/nt-road-users-handbook 

 QLD: www.qld.gov.au/transport/licensing/getting/education/learner
  
 SA: mylicence.sa.gov.au/safe-driving-tips 
  
 VIC: www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/safety-and-road-rules/driver-safety
 young-and-new-drivers/tips-and-resources-for-young-drivers 
  
 WA: rsc.wa.gov.au/Education-Programs/Safety-Topics/Novice-drivers 

Students create three tweets (Twitter posts) or three Snapchat or Facebook 
posts highlighting three points of information discovered from the
websites listed.

research tips!
activity 3

15 mins

Students work in groups of three.

Students choose two of the four websites below to read through:
 1. Conflict with Parents: 
     au.reachout.com/family-conflict-with-parents 
 2. Family Relationships - Teenagers: 
     familyrelationships.gov.au/aboutyou/teenagers
 3. Relationships with Parents - working it out:
     cyh.com/healthtopics/healthtopicdetails
 4. Fighting with a brother or sister:
     au.reachout.com/fighting-with-a-brother-or-sister 

Each group completes the 3, 2, 1 Ideas worksheet.

Each student in the group is to think of three ideas/pieces of advice they 
have read about resolving conflicts with family members

Apply a two-minute time limit for each student to complete these three 
ideas. After the time limit, pass on to the next student in their group.

Students continue the exercise until all three students have completed
the worksheet.

Conduct a whole group discussion to share each group’s ideas.

3, 2, 1, reflect!
activity 4

12 mins

*Teacher note: If needed, the 
class can re-visit Episode One 
Act and Apply -Activity Two, for 
places to go for help and
support during tough times. 
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03

act & apply

Think-Pair-Share:

What is empathy?

When do you use empathy?

How could you get better at
being empathetic?

Understanding how someone else 
feels assists when dealing
with conflict. 

Students draw three ginger bread 
person outlines on an A3 paper, 
with the following titles: 

 - Zoe
 
 - Zoe’s Dad 
 
 - Zoe’s Sister

Students explore all the feelings 
they think these three people might 
be feeling and how they could
display empathy towards one
another-note their answers down  
on the ginger bread outlines.

When dealing with conflict, the use 
of random acts of kindness can 
get you through these tough times 
as well as help to build and repair 
relationships.

Students watch:
youtube.com/watch?v=ePWUeVWy-
3Sw 

Students complete the RAK
(Random Act of Kindness)
Template to plan a random act of
kindness for someone in their
family or close friendship group

Extension activity:
Create your own Random Acts of 
Kindness cards. Write a series of 
your own random acts of kindness 
cards to enact or give to people to 
do kind things for others.

ginger bread peeps!

random acts of kindness

activity 1

activity 2

my family
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Your Name:____________________________________ Date: ______________

before the RAK

Describe the random act of kindness you are planning
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Who will you do this for? _______________________________________________

How will this make you feel? ____________________________________________ 

How do you think it will make the person feel? _____________________________ 

following the RAK

How did it make you feel? _______________________________________________ 

How did it make the person feel? _________________________________________

What will you plan next time for a RAK? ___________________________________

Random Acts of Kindness Template
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Traffic Lights Worksheet

List your top 3 goals for year 12
1. _____________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________

Thinking about your goals, write in the traffic
lights below your responses to the following questions.

What do I need to stop doing to
achieve my Year 12 goals?

What do I need to be careful about
when working towards my goals?

What is helping me achieve my
Year 12 goals?
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04
Synopsis

Hobbies, travel and elite sport 
get some welcome priority in 
the kids’ busy schedules as 
Alex attends trials to represent 
Australia in Ultimate Frisbee 
and Angela escapes her 
study worries in New Zealand 
to compete for Australia in 
Taekwondo.  Shianna takes 

*Prior to lesson- cut up the template ‘Balloon pop questions’ so that there are 
enough questions for one per student. There are 4 questions in total. Fold 
and place questions inside non-inflated balloons

Have students blow up and tie the balloons to begin the activity.

Students hit balloons around the room, trying to keep the balloons up in the 
air (Teachers to remind students to not hit balloons in to peoples faces or 
in to ceiling fans  - balloons are to be hit upwards, towards the ceiling if inside 
[ceiling fans to be switched off!].

This activity is an ideal outside the classroom activity. 

After 1 min, students move to the nearest balloon and stomp on it, to reveal 
the question inside

Students pair up with someone who has a different question and take turns 
in sharing their responses

Repeat activity until all students have been exposed to all questions 
and discussed

activity: balloon pop

a dream trip to Sydney with 
boyfriend Josh to see a 
musical and footy co-captain 
Tom excitedly anticipates 
the school’s first game of the 
season.    

Themes explored

- My dreams
- My balance

Equipment needed

- Packet of balloons 
  (enough for one per student)
- Sticky notes
- Online access 
- Laptop/desktop/ mobile device
- Mind Map template
- SMART goals worksheet

switch on
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04

mindsets
Understanding mindsets can assist in developing a more focused approach 
to Year 12 and an understanding that effort is a huge factor in working
towards achieving your goals. 

Students explore: mindsetonline.com/whatisit/about/ 

Students think of the last time when they thought they couldn’t
do something. 

Students work through questions below:

 - Who did it involve? (were you completing a group or individual task)

 - What were you trying to do? (what was the task or activity)

 - When did this occur? (Time of day/subject)

 - Where were you? (at home, with friends, at school, in a classroom)

 - How did you feel? 

 - Did you use the word ‘yet?’ If not, what if you did?
   What would be different?

Students work in pairs to think of a scenario where they will use the word 
‘yet’ in. *Students may like to focus on a subject or task/assessment they find 
particularly difficult.

*If students are unable to provide an example, give students the
following scenario.

 Ralph was preparing for his upcoming Science exam, he sat down at 
 his desk and thought… I can’t do this, everything in science is too 
 hard- why do I need to do this, there’s no point in trying…I give up!

activity 2
15 mins

understand
my dreams

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 4 My Year 12 Life 

*Teachers note: For further
learning about mindsets, head to
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hiiEeMN7vbQ 
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act & apply

Students work in small groups to come up with as many 
ideas as possible to boosting the use of the word ‘yet’ 
across their school.

*Teachers note: 
Explain to students that SMART goals will assist them in 
focusing their ideas and goals- short, medium and long 
term. Goals give us direction, keep us motivated and 
focused and make you feel good when you achieve them. 

SMART goals:
 S - Specific
 M - Measureable
 A - Achievable
 R - Realistic
 T - Timely

Angela competes in Taekwando - her schedule requires 
her to plan her week, and have goals. 
Students list at least one;
 - Short term goal (this term)
 - Medium term goal (in 6 months)
 - Long term goal (12 months to 2 years)
Students choose one of these goals to complete the 
SMART goals worksheet.

Share with a partner.

*Students may want to place this in their folders/diaries 
or on the classroom wall for future reference.

Draw three columns on the board

Students use post it notes to record their responses (at 
least one per column) on what their dreams are for this 
term, this year and in three years time. 

Discuss as a whole class - similarities, differences

whole school mindsets

SMART goals

post your dreams

activity 1

activity 3

activity 2

5 mins

20 mins

10 mins

this term this year in 3 years time

my dreams
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04 act & apply continued

Students explore: www.exerciseright.com.au/exam-ercise- 
moving-towards-improved-marks-students to research the 
benefits of exercising when studying. 

Students complete the mind map template to highlight
their findings.

Whole class discussion: 

 - How can you recharge when studying?

 - What is the Thinking 30 idea?

Tom talks about his competing priorities and trying to find 
a balance between school and football.

Students track the number of hours sleep they have over 
the course of a week, then investigate if they are having 
enough sleep to be alert and productive at school.

Report back to class

finding a rhythm

sleep - how much?

activity 1

activity 2

15 mins

10 mins

my balance

*Teachers note: the following web-
sites are good sources of infor-
mation for Year 12 students about 
sleep and study

- youthbeyondblue.com/ 
  do-something-about-it/ 
  surviving-year-12 

- think.edu.au/news-and-events/
  news-and-blog/surviving-year-12 
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Copy enough questions so that all students have at least one question each.
Cut out questions, fold and place inside non-inflated balloons
Have students blow up and tie the balloons to begin the activity

Balloon pop questions

Do I say ‘How can I?’  or ‘I can’t do that?’

Do I back myself?

Do I know the criteria for success in every subject?

Am I taking 100% responsibility for my actions in
Year 12 or I am passing the blame elsewhere?
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Mind Map Template

exercise
and study
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05
Synopsis

It’s 29 weeks til final exams. Jess’ 
army dreams are unexpectedly 
put in jeopardy after a promising 
interview. Tom deals with the 
change of moving house, new 
braces and making it to a test 
on time. Zoe’s feelings about 
her sister and her cheating 
boyfriend spill over. The students 

Using the Picture This series of cards (alternatively you can use images 
sourced from magazines, newspapers and from Twitter, Pinterest/Instagram- 
through Creative Commons licenses and print out/cut out)

Spread cards out over the classroom floor

Students choose a card they see as being independent 

Whole class discussion on what is independence with volunteers offering 
answers as to why they chose that particular card

activity: picture this

discuss how siblings are a help 
and a hindrance and the kids’ 
dramatically different levels of 
independence are exposed.

Themes explored

- My independence 

Equipment needed

- Small index cards (5x7)
- Sticky notes
- Online access 
- Laptop/desktop/mobile device
- Picture This (Available 
  from Innovative Resources   
  innovativeresources.org
  or varying Images from
  magazines/newspapers etc)
- Bulls eye worksheet

10 mins

switch on

1. When do you feel you’re most independent?

2. Is there a ‘right’ age for being independent?

3. What factors impact independence?

questions
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jigsaw
Whether you’re 18, 21 or 30, moving out of home to go to university or live 
with friends is a big step in to being independent. In this episode, Tom has 
already been living with his mates, out of home but is now moving in to his 
Aunt’s house, while his friends move to a new place. 

Students explore:
www.realestate.com.au/advice/a-first-timers-guide-to-moving-out-on-your-
own

Students work in groups of 5, with each student in the group numbered 1-5.

All students with number 1, group together, all students with number 2 group 
together etc.

Each group is assigned one of the 4 sections from the fact sheet (listed 
below) and works with one piece of butchers paper and pens/textas to
summarise each section.

 - Group 1: Finding the right place- what do you need to think about?

 - Group 2: Finances and chores- what will you need and know about?

 - Group 3: Getting along with your house mates and staying in touch 
    with family/friends

 - Group 4: Practicing - what things can you do to see if you’re ready?  
   E.g. chores?

 - Group 5: Where to get help

Each group has 4 minutes to summarise the information

Each student records the summary as shared in the group (so they can re-
share with their original group).

Students re-group in to their original groups where each student takes it in 
turn to share their section.

activity 2

understand
my dreams

05

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 5 My Year 12 Life 
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05

act & apply

Hand out small index cards (5x7) - one to each student

Students have 2 minutes to write down what they 
watched in Episode 5 regarding conflict between
family members.
  
 - Place cards up on wall

 - Students walk around with sticky notes- 
   putting their post it notes on top of the card(s)  
   they also saw in the episode

Whole class discussion on the top three responses by 
the whole class

Class discussion about where to go for help when
dealing with family conflict 

Students complete the Bulls eye worksheet.

Compare and contrast answers with a partner.

Whole class discussion.

Move students in to a large free space

Position students in two circles, the inside circle facing 
out and the outside circle facing in so everyone
has a partner. 

Teacher reads out the questions and each pair has 1 
minute to discuss their responses

The outside circle moves one space to the left and the 
next question is read out and answered. And, so on 
until all questions are answered. 

questions:

 1. What is conflict?

 2. What ways can conflict be negative between 
     siblings/close friends?

 3. Can conflict be positive?

 4. How do you respond to conflict?

 5. What is your reaction when someone avoids 
     conflict with you?

 6. What are your strengths when faced
     with conflict?

 7. What can you do to prevent conflict with a
     sibling/close friend?

brainwriting

bulls eye!

circle chat

activity 1

activity 3

activity 2

my independence

10 mins

10 mins

10 mins

*Teacher note: Information on 
examples of where students can 
go for help is in Episode One-
Act and Apply Activity Two. This 
activity can be repeated in full 
here if required.  
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Write in the bulls eye below;
 - The impact of conflict
 - Using a different coloured pen, write next to each impact,  
   how you could help the situation

Bulls Eye!

you

community

family/friends
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06
Synopsis

With 27 weeks to go until final 
exams, Alfie has drama with 
his group of friends. Charlie 
makes the drive to a long 
awaited formal with friend Jade 
but things don’t quite go to 
plan and he starts to feel the 
pressure at home. Chelsea 
tries to prioritise study over 
socialising and quizzes her 
boyfriend. The students reveal 
their thoughts on regrets, bullies 
and hook-ups.   

A roll of toilet paper (a jar of lollies can also be used) is passed around the 
student group - students are instructed to take ‘some’ paper and pass it on to 
the next student.

When all students have taken some paper (or lollies), instruct students to 
think of something they do to relax when they are studying. The number of 
pieces of toilet paper (or lollies) the student has taken is the number of 
ideas they need to come up with.

activity: a handful of...

Themes explored

- My regrets
- My bullies
- My hookups

Equipment needed

- Online access 
- Laptop/desktop/mobile device
- One roll of toilet paper (new) 
  or a jar of lollies
- Speed chat question sheet
- Sticky notes
- A3 paper (x4)

10 mins

switch on
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speed chat!

Alfie mentions he has had some trouble with his friendships.
Chelsea discusses moving schools to be away from the negative influences 
at her old school. 

Move students in to a large free space

Position students facing each other, in pairs. One person indicates they are  
Person A, the other, Person B. 

Person A- asks questions 1,3 and 5 

Person B- asks questions 2,4 and 6

Students are provided with the question sheet and are to ask their first 
partner question 1. Each pair has 1 minute to discuss their responses.

Student A moves one space to the left, Student B remains in the same place 
and the next question is read out by their new partner and answered. And,
so on until all questions are answered. 

questions:

 1. What is a friend?

 2. What does it mean to be a best friend?

 3. What are the qualities you look for in a friend?

 4. What are the qualities of a good person?

 5. What responsibilities do you have in a friendship?

 6. What rights do you have in a friendship?

activity 2

understand

06

8 mins

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 6 My Year 12 Life 

my regrets
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06 understand continued

Charlie talks about being ‘under the pump’ and doubting his ability to get to 
the formal with all the things he has to do.

Students write down all the qualities of them as a friend which would help 
Charlie feel less pressure at this point in time. 

Discuss with a partner and share with the class

Use information gathered to create a series of supportive messages that are 
able to be shared on Facebook.

Distribute one sticky note per student

Give students 45 seconds to think of a definition of bullying

Students share with the person next to them

Students come up with a definition as a pair, write it on the back of the sticky 
notes and share their definition with the class

The class decides on a common definition of bullying

Kayla talks about seeing comments online which were ‘unnecessary’,
Chelsea discusses reporting bullying that she was subjected to and Alfie 
discusses being in trouble with the school after he bullied someone.

Students read through: ReachOut.com for Fact Sheets on Bullying 
 
 - What is bullying:  
   au.reachout.com/bullying

 - How to stand up against bullying:
   au.reachout.com/how-to-stand-up-against-bullying

Students record as many interesting points they find from these two
fact sheets

think-pair-share:
qualities of friends during tough times

think-pair-share
what is bullying?

explore facts

activity 3

activity 4

activity 5

15 mins

5 mins

15 mins

my bullies
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06 understand continued

An upstander is a person who recognises when 
something is wrong and speaks up, acts and assists 
someone to seek help when they
are being bullied. 

In this episode, Jess gives an example of being an 
upstander - she says if she sees someone being
bullied, she tells them to stop.

Teacher (or student in class) reads out the following 
scenario:

Jodie was online, chatting with her friends when a 
message popped up on her screen. It was Bette, she 
wasn’t in the group chat that had been going on, she 
said she was busy tonight and wouldn’t be online. 
Bette sent a message to Jodie calling her a ‘dog’ and 
‘liar’ and saying that she was going to tell the ‘truth’ 
about her to everyone at school. This was out of char-
acter for Bette. It continued for another 4 messages 
posts, involving swearing and threats of telling her 
personal information to all of the Year 12 students. 
Jodie shares the posts with her group chat friends 
online. 

Create four graffiti sheets (four pieces of butchers pa-
per/A3 sized paper around the room each with one of 
the following questions written at the top of the page).

 1. What could an upstander do in
     this scenario?
 
 2. Who in this scenario could be
     an upstander?
 
 3. Where else have you seen people become 
     an upstander?
 
 4. What is in place online and at your school 
     to support you to be an UPSTANDER?

Students work in small groups.

Allocate two minutes for each group to work with  
each graffiti sheet. After two minutes, groups move 
on to the next graffiti sheet.

Once each group has completed all four graffiti 
sheets, each group chooses and highlights three 
pieces of information recorded on the last graffiti 
sheet they wrote on as a group and presents their 
information to the class.

Whole class discussion:
 
 - What forms of bullying have you seen at 
   school/outside of school?

 - Where can people go for help?

Students in this episode talk about hooking up, with a 
range of discussion points including kissing, kissing 
at parties, it not being a ‘big deal’ and pretending to 
be someone’s boyfriend to look after another friend. 

Group discussion: 

How do you define hookups?

What is safer sex?
 - Where can young people go for support 
   around safer sex? (include local based 
   organisations as well as parents/carers as 
   examples of where to go for support)

Eden mentions that she feels like she has to have 
a boyfriend as not having one means that girls at 
school will ask if she is a ‘lezzo’ [Lesbian]

What is sexuality? What different sexualities 
are there?

What is consent?
 - Watch: www.youtube.com/
    watch?v=oQbei5JGiT8 
 
 - Students explore lawstuff.org.au and click
   on relevant State/Territory to find out more
     about sex and the law.

 - Group discussion on the definition of 
     consent.

*Teachers note: For further support and resources for 
your classroom contact your local education authority 
in regards to current and available resources (online 
and offline) and professional learning to support your 
teaching and learning. 

think, stop & respond
scenario: being an upstander

definitions

activity 6

activity 7

25 mins

10 mins

my hookups
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06

act & apply

Alfie isn’t sure who is close within 
his friendship group anymore. Year 
12 is full of ups and downs and it’s 
a tie when friendship groups shift, 
change and re-form. What’s import-
ant is having positive people around 
you that you can turn to for support, 
for a laugh and hints for what is 
coming up in the next exam!

Students write down all the people 
that are a positive influence in
their lives

Students complete the circle of 
positivity worksheet

Whole group discussion: 
 - When do friendships shift/ 
   change? What makes
   this happen?
 - What are some tips about 
   making new friends?

Charlie says he feels a lot of
pressure from his parents to
complete jobs around the house, as 
well as to be successful at school. 
Finding some ‘me time’ and calming 
yourself down in stressful situations 
can assist you to re-focus and get 
back on track during Year 12.

Students explore iTunes and/or
Google Play stores to find and 
review apps which are designed to 
calm you down and help re-focus. 

App review information to include:
 - Name:
 - Costs:
 - Platform:
 - User rating:
 - Would you recommend to 
   other Year 12s? Yes/No
   and why/why not?

Create a whole class list of useful 
apps for refocusing everyday and 
during tough times.

Using the information discussed in 
Activity Seven - Definitions, in small 
groups of three, students work to
develop a set of memes about 
consent to educate their Year 12 
cohort on consent and the law. 

*Teachers Note: A MEME is an  
activity, concept, catchphrase or 
piece of media which spreads from 
person to person via the internet.  
Each MEME is a picture with a short 
phrase. 

positive influence
circle

take a break

memes

activity 1

activity 2

activity 3

10 mins

15 mins

15 mins

my regrets

my hookups
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Circle of Positivity Worksheet

Questions 

write down your top 5 people who
influence you in a positive way

1. What can shift in your friendships to remove someone
    from this list?

2. If you remove them from the list, can they be put back
    on your list?

3. What are the top qualities you look for in a friend?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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questions:

1. What is a friend?

2. What does it mean to be a best friend?

3. What are the qualities you look for in a friend?

4. What are the qualities of a good person?

5. What responsibilities do you have in a friendship?

6. What rights do you have in a friendship?

Speed Chat Question Sheet
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07
Synopsis

Zoe confides romantic 
feelings to a mate and 
spins out when he makes 
her a friends with benefits 
offer.  As the Federal 
election looms, Ben is keen 
to volunteer and campaigns 
for the local candidate.  
Eden stresses about her 

Remind students that using your visual memory is a way to study facts,
figures and concepts needed in Year 12.

Group students in to groups of 5

Place 10 picture cards on the floor for each group (they can be the same 
cards repeated for each group

Have students look at the cards for a total of 45 seconds. Students are  
instructed to remember as many pictures as they can.

Students take turns at repeating back the images they remember seeing

activity: photographic memory!

marks and the distinctive way 
she learns, but feels hopeful 
when a teacher gives her a new 
perspective. At a time of life 
when focus is critical, the kids 
admit how their phones drive 
them to distraction.   

Themes explored

- My politics
- My phone

Equipment needed

- Online access 
- Laptop/desktop/mobile device
- Coloured pens/textas/
  markers/pencils
- 20 coloured images/picture 
  cards (A5 size)
- PMI worksheet
- Placemat activity template

5 mins

switch on
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07

facts and figures of choosing a government!

who to vote for!  
PMI (pluses, minuses and interesting info)

Students explore the Australian Electoral Commission’s website: aec.gov.au 
to develop a tips and facts sheet to share with their Year 12s.

Tips and facts sheet to cover information such as;

 - eligibility

 - where to/who to enroll

 - documentation needed etc.

When it comes to voting, peoples opinions differ: In this episode, Trianna 
says that its important to ‘know things yourself…coming to your own opinion 
instead of latching on to what your parents say’ whereas Tom says that he 
would ‘find out information about which one is suited to me and then ask his 
parents what one to vote for’

Students complete the PMI worksheet on who/how to choose who to vote for.

activity 2

activity 3

10 mins

10 mins

understand

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 7 My Year 12 Life 

my politics
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07

act & apply

In this episode, Eden shares what she does to
distress-paints in water colouring. There are many ways 
to distress- the key is exploring many options and
finding out which ones suit you best for different times
of stress. 

Exploring mindfulness as a de-stressing example.

Students participate in two kinds of de-stressing activi-
ties through using mindfulness. 

Students explore Mindful colouring
 - Google search for free mindful colouring 
   sheets or purchase class sets of mindful
   colouring books online or in store
 - Using coloured pens/markers/textas/pencils, 
   students complete a mindful colouring page

While colouring students are to be silent and focus on 
their breathing while they colour. Let thoughts pass 
through their mind as they colour for 20mins (less or 
more time depending on your class cohort)

Students explore Smiling Mind
smilingmind.com.au and participate in
the trial session.*

Working in groups of three, students discuss;
 
 - Would you recommend Smiling Mind to
   your friends

 - When would you use Smiling Mind?

 - Have you explore a similar app/online tool like 
   Smiling Mind? How does it compare?

Zoe discusses her thoughts around having sex,  
virginity and her opinions on whether virginity exists 
or not. There are a wide range of opinions, beliefs and 
values amongst individuals. 

Whole group discussion:

 - What are values?

 - What are beliefs?

 - Where can you find more information about 
   sex/sexting? 
 
Examples include parents/carers, teachers, school 
counselors and pastoral care staff, reliable websites 
such as ReachOut.com, Family Planning (in your State/
Territory), local health providers such as doctors, health 
clinics and State/Territory Government websites
and services.**

Students work in groups of 4 to complete the Placemat 
activity template. Each student is allocated a corner of 
the page to write down their ideas about what values/be-
liefs people have about young people having sex.

After two minutes, students share their thoughts with 
their group and write down the top responses in the 
middle box

Share group answers with the class

Eden comments that when she looks at her career
choices, she thinks about ‘what can I do for the world, not 
what the world can do for her.’

Whole class discussion: 

What influences our choices when choosing careers

What does it mean to do something ‘for the world’ when 
thinking about careers

taking charge of personal politics!

placemat thoughts!

doing something you love!

activity 1

activity 3

activity 2

25 mins

10 mins

8 mins

my politics

*Teachers note: Smiling Mind can 
be accessed via an App in
Google Play or iTunes Store as 
well as online through
laptop/desktop. 

**This list is not extensive and 
local school contexts must be 
considered when discussing 
places to find
further information).
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07 act & apply continued

Zoe discusses the texting of her friend Lachie, and the increasing feelings 
towards him. She comments that he asks for a picture of her in her ‘undies.’

Group Discussion: 
 
 - What are your thoughts?
 
 - What does the law say about sexting? 

Students research:
 
 - www.lawstuff.org.au
 
 - au.reachout.com/safe-sexting 

And report back at least 5 pieces of information they find.

Repeat group discussion questions: Have students changed their thoughts?
 
 - What does the law say about texting?

 - What does the law say about consent?

research and report!
activity 5

15 mins

my phone
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PMI [Plus, Minus, Interesting] worksheet

Fill in the table below regarding the Pluses, Minuses and 
interesting points about choosing the political party to vote 
for according to who your parents vote for.

plus minus interesting
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08
Synopsis

With 23 weeks until exams, 
friendships and formals 
make their mark. Pain-
ful memories of rejection 
surface for Trianna as she 
resolves to have maximum 
fun with her new crew even 
as she strives for top marks. 
Tom is confused when his 

As a class, walk around the school for 5 mins.

As students walk, they are to take long deep breaths in and out, focusing on 
the present, sounds they hear and the breath they take.

Walk calmly back to class.

activity: stress down walk!

relationship with Nicola hits a 
bumpy patch as the couple 
prepares for a Formal night to 
remember and Shianna manag-
es a Year 7 turf war and deals 
with the prospect of losing Josh 
over a drinking event. 

Themes explored

- My formal
- My friends

Equipment needed

- A4 paper (enough for one
  per student)
- Coloured pens/textas/markers/
  pencils
- Post-it-notes

5 mins

switch on

understand

Eden says that friends’ get who I am’ and Tom comments that ‘you have to 
keep friends happy.’ Friends are a key part of being in Year 12, and  
recognising those friends who make us feel good about ourselves is very 
important.

Students write down all the things they like/love about their friends on an A4 
piece of paper.

*Explain to students these will be read out at the end of the activity.

Students create a paper plane.

Students fly paper planes all at once (aiming towards the ceiling/or the sky if 
outside-avoiding aiming at peoples faces) for 30 seconds, attempting to keep 
all planes in the air at the same time.

Students collect one paper plane (not the one they created)

Students read the paper planes to themselves

- Chelsea says that friends

‘…influence and shape you 
into who you become.’

Students form two lines, facing a 
partner in parallel lines (students 
name themselves A and B)

Students have 20 seconds each to 
explain how their current friends are 
influencing them for their future (an-
swers may be negative or positive)

After 20 seconds, student A moves 
one space to their left and repeats 
the process

flying brain dumps!

parallel pals!

activity 2

activity 3

15 mins

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 8 My Year 12 Life 

10 mins

my friends
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08

act & apply

Trianna mentions that 

‘making memories with my 
friends is really important.’

We think so too! 

Explain to students that tracking the 
good things helps us boost our pos-
itive feelings and assists us through 
tough times. 

Encourage students to write down 
the fun/funny/inspirational/moments 
of courage/positive and memorable 
things that occur through the whole 
year of Year 12. Place these
memories in to a jar or box and open 
them on the final day of year 12 and 
keep them in a place which can be 
easily accessed throughout 
the exam period to boost positivity, 
courage and happiness!

After 5 rounds, students participate 
in a whole group discussion on how 
to boost the positive influences of 
friends and how to reduce the nega-
tive of other friends.

We see students preparing for their 
final athletics and swimming
carnivals, dressing up etc. There are 
multiple opportunities to celebrate 
the ‘final’ of school events for your 
time at school, many surrounded by 
fun and celebrations. 

In small groups, students create a 
list of things they would like to do to 
make nice memories before the end 
of Year 12.

Groups share their responses with 
another group until the whole class 
has an extensive list. 

*Teachers note: 
Guide discussion so that students 
consider online and offline places to 
go for help, including organisations/
supports in the local school area. 
Discussion MUST also include: If you 
or a student are worried about some-
one and feel urgent professional sup-
port is needed, turn to a trusted adult 
to help. If the need for assistance is 
life threatening, call 000 (triple zero; 
Australia only).

Places can students can go for help 
include:
In-school supports:
- Teacher
- Year Advisor
- Head Teacher Welfare/Wellbeing
- Teachers Aide
- Aboriginal Education Officer/  
  School/Support Officer or
  Teachers Aide
- Chaplain/Pastoral Care Worker/
  School Counselor

Out-of-school supports:
- Parent/carer/extended
  family member
- Friends
- Coach
- Online services such as:   
  ReachOut.com, headspace,
  beyondblue, youth beyondblue
- Counsellors/psychologists/GPs

Tom discusses his breakup with his 
girlfriend Nicola, and feeling  
emotional.

Students work in groups of 3 with
a pile of post it notes.

On ‘go’, students have 30 seconds 
to come up with as many positive 
pieces of advice for Tom going 
through his tough time. 

The goal is to try and fill their table 
with as many post it notes
as possible.

If no table has filled it thoroughly, 
time can be extended.

Compare table responses as a class

Whole group discussion:
 - Where can Tom go for
   help if needed?
 - Create class list
   (information below) 

jar moments!

end of school 
traditions!

Post-it-note 
STORM!
Finding support 

activity 1

activity 2

activity 3

15 mins

10 mins

10 mins

my friends
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08 act & apply continued

Students write a list of ‘to do’s’ in preparation for their formal.

Share in a group of three, decide the best points 

Students use that list to create a one page tick-a-box list for students to follow 
when planning their formal

Tom and Charlie discuss going to the after party, after the formal.
 
Whole group discussion
 
 - What considerations do they need to take account of for going
    to the party?

Students create a mind map of considerations 

Discuss as a class

planning my formal

the afterparty

activity 1

activity 2

10 mins

15 mins

my formal
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09
Synopsis

Jess is rocked as a long-
held dream is dashed and 
her grandfather falls ill. 
Cash-strapped Tom takes 
to the sky as he splashes 
out on his ball partner, but 
comes crashing to earth 
at the prospect of missing 
the Kimberley Cup over 

Students work in groups of five.

Students come up with a list of places to go when a Year 12 student is 
feeling stressed. 

Students then take turns in drawing on an A3 paper (or the classroom board) 
the place. Other students in their group have to guess the place they are 
drawing, When the place is guessed, students swap, taking turns until every-
one in the group has had a turn. 

activity: pictor-grams!

poor school attendance and 
shocking news from his mum. 
Chelsea takes a hard look at uni 
options and reaps the rewards 
of taking some pro-active steps 
as her singing also factors in; 
the kids discuss their different 
money worries.  

Themes explored

- My courage
- My money

Equipment needed

- Online access 
- Laptop/desktop/mobile device
- Thinking flexibly worksheet

10 mins

switch on

understand

Jess gets the news that due to her medical condition, she is unable to join the 
Army - this was her main goal at the end of Year 12. Jess’s video diary entry 
shows that she is an accurate and flexible thinker! This is a skill that can be 
practiced and will come in very handy during Year 12 and beyond school!
Flexible thinking is having multiple solutions to a problem and requires an 
ability to listen to others to gather facts, figures and solutions. 

Students explore the worksheet-Thinking flexibility

Think-Pair-Share

Students compare their answers with another student and discuss what is in 
place at school to assist them to think flexibly.

flexible thinking!
activity 2

20 mins

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 9 My Year 12 Life 

my courage
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09 understand continued

Jess’ Grandfather is very ill in hospital and she reveals that she is very upset.

Students research the following websites to investigate grief and where
to get help;

- youthbeyondblue.com/understand-what’s-going-on/grief-and-loss 

- biteback.org.au/bookshelf/mental-fitness-topics/grief-and-loss

- kidshelpline.com.au/teens/tips/living-with-grief-and-loss

Students record information they find in their books and use this to write Jess 
a letter/note/text sharing where to get help, how to look after herself and to 
acknowledge they are here for her if she needs.

what is grief?
activity 3

15 mins

*Teachers note: 
Guide discussion so that students 
consider online and offline places to 
go for help, including organisations/
supports in the local school area. 
Discussion MUST also include: If you 
or a student are worried about some-
one and feel urgent professional sup-
port is needed, turn to a trusted adult 
to help. If the need for assistance is 
life threatening, call 000 (triple zero; 
Australia only).

Places can students can go to for 
help include:
In-school supports:
- Teacher
- Year Advisor
- Head Teacher Welfare/Wellbeing
- Teachers Aide
- Aboriginal Education Officer/  
  School/Support Officer or
  Teachers Aide
- Chaplain/Pastoral Care Worker/
  School Counselor

Out-of-school supports:
- Parent/carer/extended
  family member
- Friends
- Coach
- Online services such as:   
  ReachOut.com, headspace,
  beyondblue, youth beyondblue
- Counsellors/psychologists/GPs
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09

act & apply

Jess says ‘she hates spending 
money’ whereas Kayla says that she 
‘doesn’t understand the
cost of things’.

During Year 12 students may find 
extra responsibilities put on them 
such as rent/board, food bills, phone 
bills, looking after younger family 
members etc.
 
Students work in pairs to plan a 
weekly budget expenditure for their 
home. This to think about are;
 - Bills, including phone, 
   electricity, water, gas, 
   insurance, pay tv
 - Food
 - Rent/Mortgage payments
 - Transport to and 
   from school
 - Social activities etc.

Students report back to whole class 
to discuss the average cost of these 
general living expenses

Tom chats in his video diary about 
sleeping in, being late and missing 
school again.
Being at school and on time is vital if 
you are to complete Year 12.
Tom has a busy life, school, TAFE 
and representative sport. 

Students take into consideration 
what they know so far about Tom to 
complete a weekly schedule for him 
to follow.

Use the template 
(Time management) provided
as a starter.

Example below:

Students’ video diary entries during 
this episode express what it means 
to have courage.

Students write response to the fol-
lowing statements:
 - To me, courage is…
 - When I am courageous
   I feel…

Students complete the worksheet, 
‘Courage is…’ and share their re-
sponses in small groups

weekly home
budget

time management

my personal 
courage

I feel courageous!

activity 1

activity 2

activity 3

activity 4

15 mins

10 mins

5 mins

10 mins
Time  Monday

7.45am  Eg: Wake up
  Have breakfast
  Shower/dressed

8am  Leave for 
  school

8.30am  Meet up with 
  friends
  Lesson 1 to 6
 
3/15pm  Finish school   
  and head to   
  softball practice

6pm  Dinner

8pm  Complete   
  homework

my money

my courage
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Courage is...

Use the statements by each of the students in Episode 9 as 
they talk about courage to think of situations where you, or 
someone you know has shown courage.

My Year 12 Life
student

Kayla ‘…overcoming your fears’

‘…being able to stand up
for yourself’

‘…aren’t afraid of failure, aren’t 
afraid of chasing what they want’

Booked a ticket and moved to 
Kunnanurra the next day

‘…I am courageous cause I deal 
with a lot…and am still able to get 

through the day’

Chelsea

Trianna

Tom

Zoe

quote
‘courage is...’

A time when you felt like this/experienced 
this or said something similar.
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Throughout life, experience assists us to build 
up a pool of knowledge to drawn upon for when 
things don’t go the way we planned. In Year 12, 
you are at the beginning of independence and 
are starting to build your pool of resilience. What 
if? Scenarios (hypotheticals) help us to think 
about options if something doesn’t go to plan.

Thinking flexibility worksheet

Example from Episode 9.
Jess receives notification she is not able to be recruited to the army due to a medical condition. 
What is her plan B?

You have been studying hard to complete your English assessment and you head to school to 
submit it, but realise you have left your USB on the kitchen table! What’s your Plan B?

You have your heart set on completing a degree at a prestigious university, where the ATAR is 95 to 
get your foot in the door. You are not feeling as though you will get 95, What will be your Plan B?

You are persistently late to school because your alarm has stopped working. You arrive at
9.45am everyday at the earliest. You need to be at school, on time. What is your Plan B?

Complete the following ‘what if scenarios’, providing alternatives.
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10
Synopsis

It’s less than 20 weeks 
until students face final 
exams. Zoe is enjoying her 
new intimacy with Lachie, 
but a doctor’s visit gives 
her a massive scare and 
she wonders about their 
chemistry as a couple.  
Angela copes with school 

Students are given a 2 minute time limit to complete an acrostic word puzzle 
for the word ‘Gender’

Students think of a word to do with gender for each letter. For example
 

 G  irl

 E

 N

 D

 E

 R

Share as a class to create a list on the board of words to do with gender. 

activity: acrostic words

by ‘stress baking’ as a potential 
uni sports scholarship gives 
hope for the tension of demand-
ing Taekwondo comps and 
her suffering grades. Charlie’s 
commitment to fitness is shat-
tered when a nasty injury on the 
football field hobbles his plans. 
The students reveal their widely 
different views on sex.   

Themes explored

- My gender
- My sex

Equipment needed

- Online access 
- Laptop/desktop/mobile device
- PMI Template
- Sticky notes
- Placemat Template

5 mins

switch on
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understand

10

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 9 My Year 12 Life 

my gender

Angela talks about her Mum saying that girls will cook, clean and have 
babies.

Shianna says that she feels judged by her boyfriend when she has stubble 
on her legs from not shaving…she comments… ‘I don’t judge you when you 
have hairy legs!’ 

Jess talks about having short hair as a ‘boys haircut’ and playing a ‘boys 
sport’ … ‘You’d think I’d be a major feminist, but I’m not!’

Whole class discussion on gender and come up with a class definition

defining gender
activity 2

5 mins

Define stereotypes

Draw two boxes on the board

Students are given 1 minute to think of examples of what it is to be
male and female
 - Students take turns writing their examples in the boxes

Students given a further minute to think of examples of when people don’t 
‘fit in the box’ when it comes to gender stereotypes
 - Students take turns writing their examples in the boxes
 - Class discussion

Whole class discussion:
 - What are some consequences for not ‘fitting in a box’
 - What can we do to break down these stereotypes? 

gender stereotypes: in the box, outta the box!
activity 3

15 mins
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10 understand continued

bodies and images
activity 4

20 mins

Charlie and Angela discuss training and weight in this episode. Charlie 
mentions he used to be ‘fat’ and wanted to lose weight, to ‘get girls’ so started 
doing weights. He also talks about worrying that he will put on weight when 
as he has broken his ankle and will be less able to train. Angela discusses 
her need to be under 46kg to compete at the upcoming international 
Taekwando event. 

Whole class discussion:
 
 - What influences peoples’ opinions on how they look?

Students read article:  
‘Instagram more damaging for body image than billboard ads, study finds’
www.abc.net.au/triplej/programs/hack/instagram-billboards-study/8132736 

Think-Pair-Share

Write down 3 points from article and discuss with a partner. Do you agree with 
the writer?

 - If peoples’ ideas get out of control with losing weight, dieting and 
   exercise –where do they go to for help?

Students explore online and offline resources including:

 Online:

 - The Butterfly Foundation:  
   thebutterflyfoundation.org.au

 - National Eating Disorders Collaboration:
   www.nedc.com.au/body-image 

 - ReachOut.com:  
   au.reachout.com/what-is-body-image 

 Offline:

 - School Counsellor

 - Parents/Carers

Students write down and share 5 points they discovered and share
with the class.
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10 understand continued

Students work in groups of 4 to complete the Placemat activity template. 
Each student is allocated a corner of the page to write down their ideas about 
what they believe the impact of a pregnancy would be to a Year 12 student.

After two minutes, students share their thoughts with their group and write 
down the top responses in the middle box.

Share group answers with the class

Whole class brainstorm: Where can you find more information about
sex and pregnancy?

Examples include parents/carers, teachers, school counselors and pastoral 
care staff, reliable websites such as ReachOut.com, Family Planning (in your 
State/Territory), local health providers such as doctors, health clinics and 
State/Territory Government websites and services. 

placemat activity:
impact of pregnancy during year 12

where to seek help/advice

activity 1

activity 2

10 mins

5 mins

Zoe discusses her anxiety around researching the symptoms she is feeling 
including hunger, tiredness and having heart flutters. We see her waiting at 
the doctors where she reveals she is asked ‘is there a possibility you could be 
pregnant?’ and she describes the anxiety around the wait for the test to
come back. 

*Teachers note: this list is not 
extensive and local school  
contexts must be considered 
when discussing this topic and 
places to find further information.

my sex
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10

act & apply

Angela shares that she is not allowed 
to ‘date’ until she finishes her HSC 
and University, whereas her Mum 
has said that her younger brothers 
are allowed to date now. 

Students consider: Is Year 12 the 
right time to be dating? Should peo-
ple wait?
In pairs, students complete the
PMI Template
 - In the pluses column, 
   students enter all the
   positives about dating in 
   Year 12
 - In the minuses column, 
   students write down all the 
   negatives for dating in
   Year 12
 - In the last column, students 
   enter ideas about the
   possible outcomes of
   dating in Year 12
   (implications)

Discuss answers as a class

pluses, minuses,
interestings/
implications

activity 1
15 mins

A ‘brainswarm’ is a brainstorm conducted in silence with post it notes. In 
brainswarming there is no critiquing of ideas, dominant voices or a
reluctance to contribute.  

Teachers remind students: In this episode we hear varying points of view 
about having or not having sex, these include;

Ben: 
 ‘There’s so much more to life and if you prioritise 

sex…even in your top 10… it’s kind a bit sad.’

Angela: 
 ‘Sex is not part of my life…I’m a prude and

besides… I’m not dating anyone’

 ‘Sex is something you do when you’re ready’

Shianna: 
 ‘I can’t imagine having sex and not loving the person 

I’m doing it with… it would be just cold and detached.’

Tom: 
 ‘There’s no right or wrong time to do it…I feel like 

waiting for the right person is what I’m going to do.’

Zoe: 
 The ‘most important thing for your first time is that 

you feel comfortable’ 

 ‘Depends on personal preference’

Students write their thoughts on post it notes (as many thoughts as they can 
possibly think of) over a period of 3 minutes. Placing each of their post it 
notes on the board so there is a collection of ideas. 
 - Students work together to place similar ideas together in themes on 
   the board
Brainswarm 1: What are influencing factors around people making decisions 
about having or not having sex? 

Brainswarm 2: What concerns might young people have about having sex?
 
Brainswarm 3: Where can Year 12 students go to seek help in making
decisions around having sex?

Discuss collective theme ideas as a class
 - What was the most common idea the class came up with
   for each brainswarm?

brainswarm - to have or not to have
activity 2

10 mins

my gender

my sex
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1 1
Synopsis

Kayla happily leaves school 
far behind for two sunny 
weeks in the USA before 
knuckling down in Term 3.  
Tom reluctantly agrees to 
work experience in an art 
gallery which leads to some 
surprising connections and 
a starry trip to the Bungle 

Students have 1 minute to create as many hashtags (#) as they can around 
study tips for Year 12 which could be shared on Instagram, Twitter etc

For example, #takebreaksoften 

activity: hashtags

Bungles. Eden struggles with 
the death of her granddad after 
her studies prevent her from 
seeing him one last time, and 
must overcome a personal
challenge at his funeral but 
finds solace in the company 
of new love interest Dom. The 
kids reveal how they lean in for 
support.   

Themes explored

- My part time job
- My support

Equipment needed

- Online access 
- Laptop/desktop/mobile device
- Coloured pens/textas/pencils
- Supporting Year 12s
  worksheet
- Mind Mapping my supports 
  worksheet
- Sticky notes (at least two
  different colours)

switch on

understand

Kayla says that she’s juggling lots of subjects at once
’Eden says ‘Year 12 is tough’

Students complete the worksheet: Supporting Year 12s

Compare similarities and differences in responses with another student

when do year 12s need support?
activity 2

20 mins

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 11 My Year 12 Life 

my support
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Students investigate what is required 
to complete an online profile for job 
seeking (either for a part time job or 
a job for when they leave school).

Sites such as seek.com.au

Students note down what is 
required and complete if interested 
in gaining a part time job or keep 
information for future reference

getting a job!
activity 1

Students complete an online search for three part time jobs (similar roles) 
and investigate the employment conditions such as:

 - Hourly rate

 - Is Superannuation included?

 - Hours of employment

 - Proximity to school and/home

 - Do the hours work with school hours?

 - Is there a minimum age required or qualifications needed for
   the role?

Students share findings with the class

employment conditions
activity 2

15 mins

11 understand continued

my part time job
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act & apply

Students complete Mind Mapping 
my supports worksheet detailing 
their family/friends who provide 
support.

Students add ‘how’ each of these 
people provide support (e.g., what 
do they do or say to provide support)

Zoe talks about not relying on people 
as support structures
 
 - Using a different coloured 
     pen/pencil/texta students 
   add supports that are not 
   people- For example, 
   completing meditation, 
   mindfulness, playing 
   sport etc

mind mapping
my support

activity 1
5 mins

In this episode we watch Eden talk about the death of her Grandfather and 
the loss she feels as he was her biggest supporter. 

Students are reminded of the information they discovered during Episode 9, 
Activity Three on where to go for help around grief. Complete this activity if 
not already-if completed, remind students of where to access help 

dealing with grief
activity 2

5 mins

Trianna: ‘I don’t know what I’d do without my family’
Tom: ‘Dad cancels appointments to be there…’
Eden: ‘It’s important to have someone who doesn’t
get you down and understands you’

*Teachers note: 
Guide discussion so that students 
consider online and offline places to 
go for help, including organisations/
supports in the local school area. 
Discussion MUST also include: If you 
or a student are worried about some-
one and feel urgent professional sup-
port is needed, turn to a trusted adult 
to help. If the need for assistance is 
life threatening, call 000 (triple zero; 
Australia only).

Places can students can go to for 
help include:
In-school supports:
- Teacher
- Year Advisor
- Head Teacher Welfare/Wellbeing
- Teachers Aide
- Aboriginal Education Officer/  
  School/Support Officer or
  Teachers Aide
- Chaplain/Pastoral Care Worker/
  School Counselor

Out-of-school supports:
- Parent/carer/extended
  family member
- Friends
- Coach
- Online services such as:   
  ReachOut.com, headspace,
  beyondblue, youth beyondblue
- Counsellors/psychologists/GPs

11

my support
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act & apply continued11

Zoe says

‘I don’t want a job, but I 
need a job’

Students in groups of 3, have 45 
seconds to write down as many  
positives as they can think of about 
having a part time job while at 
school. 

Using different coloured post-it-
notes, students write down the 
negatives to having a part-time job 
in Year 12 (45 sec time limit). 

The aim of the activity is to see if 
students can fill their desk with post 
it notes before the time limit is up

Discuss responses as a group

post it slam!
activity 1

Shianna says

‘work is important because it gives you a break
from studying’ 

Debate the following topic:  Part-time work should be compulsory for all Year 
12 students

Divide class in half.

Half the class will debate ‘for’ the argument and the second half ‘against’
the argument. 

Students work as individuals. Provide a ten-minute time allocation to write as 
many dot points for their side of the argument as possible.

Students form small groups of three to combine their dot points.

Alternating between for and against sides, each group takes it in turns (one 
student at a time) to read out their side of the argument.

Whole class discussion

debate!
activity 2

20 mins

my part time job
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Mind Map Template

my supports
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12
Synopsis

Shianna clashes with her 
small drama group and 
worries an upcoming 
performance mark will 
be affected by some not 
pulling their weight. Alex 
spends time with a good 
mate who lean on each 
other after a death rocks 

Students work in groups of 3

Using an A3 piece of paper, students write in the middle of the page, ‘YEAR 
12’ and have 1 minute to fill their page with 140 character limited sentences 
(include the use of hashtags) on what Year 12 means to them.

Place A3 pages on wall of classroom

activity: table twitter!

the school. Alfie considers uni 
but his daydreams of one day 
starring on stage, preference for 
playing hooky and thoughts on 
his upcoming 18th take priority.  
Chelsea excitedly goes to an X 
Factor audition but is shocked 
by the harsh reality of the 
judging process. The students 
weigh in on birthday
celebrations and how they deal 
with disagreements.

Themes explored

- My conflicts
- My 18th

Equipment needed

- Online access 
- Laptop/desktop/mobile device
- Coloured pens/textas/pencils
- A3 paper (enough for 1 piece 
  between 3 students)
- Venn Diagram Worksheet
- Thinking box activity
  worksheet

switch on
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Brain dump

venn diagram

Alfie says he ‘doesn’t have a back up plan…I’m just going to take it day by 
day.’ One of the keys to being resilient and reducing your anxieties around 
study is having a Plan ‘B’. 

Students step in to Alfie’s shoes and spend 3 minutes writing everything that 
comes to their mind about what to do at the end of Year 12 as a job/further 
education/gap year.

Choose the top 10 thoughts and prioritise this list

Students discuss with a partner how they could talk to Alfie about
having a Plan B

Share responses as a whole class

Shianna says

‘I’m an adult soon!’

Tom:

‘Finally being a man …when I turn 18’

Zoe:

‘It’s not about turning 18, it’s about freedom’

Trianna:

‘I’m just going to go to bars and clubs and use up
all my money’

Students complete the Venn Diagram Worksheet about turning 18. What will 
be the same, what will be different?

activity 2

activity 3

10 mins

10 mins

understand

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 12 My Year 12 Life 

12

my conflicts
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act & apply

In this episode we hear Shianna tell us about her conflicts in Drama with her 
fellow classmates, who she feels are not pulling their weight. 

Zoe resolves conflict straight away as she doesn’t like to hold a grudge.

Alex says about the importance of friends-having a good mate at school 
makes him want to go to school

Trianna tells us ‘If you really like the person that you are having the conflict 
with, just say sorry’

Move students in to a large free space

Position students in two circles, the inside circle facing out and the outside 
circle facing in so everyone has a partner. 

Teacher reads out the questions and each pair has 1 minute to discuss
their responses

The outside circle moves one space to the left and the next question is read 
out and answered. And, so on until all questions are answered. 

questions:

 1. How do you address conflict with your friends?

 2. Have you ever had a situation where you didn’t like someone, but 
     had to work with them anyway? How did you handle this?

 3. What is your approach to ‘peace making’ after an argument?
 
 4. Describe a situation where you witnessed two friends disagreeing. 
     What did you do? 
 
 5. How do you handle conflict with a teacher?
 
 6. Where would you go for support if you couldn’t resolve a conflict? 
     (include school and outside of school supports)

circle chat
activity 1

Alfie discusses being from a
Polynesian background and the 
stereotypes that come with this.
He says,

‘Knowledge isn’t defined by your 
culture, it depends on how much 

work you put in’

In this same episode we see that Al-
fie is struggling to find a focus/goal 
to work towards in regards to what 
to do after Year 12.. ‘…don’t want to 
push myself, that I don’t enjoy what I 
am doing’. 

Students plot the stereotypes and 
prejudices Alfie discusses on a 
large A3 paper and discuss in small 
groups how these are impacting on 
Alfie’s experience in Year 12.

Whole group discussion
 
 - What are the stereotypes 
   Alfie is facing?
 
 - How is he addressing 
   these?
 
 - What would you do in
   his situation?
 
 - What things could Alfie do 
   to generate a more 
   focused approach to his  
               goals?

internal conflicts
activity 2

12

my conflicts
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12 act & apply continued

Alfie talks about having a conflict in wanting to be social, 
go out with his friends and concentrate on his 18th Birth-
day party-At the same time he also says that he wants to 
go to uni to make his Mum and himself proud.

Students complete the thinking box activity worksheet 
(based on Eisenhower’s matrix - a simple decision making 
tool) for Alfie and themselves.

Alex speaks about the death of a student in Year 10 who 
his best friend, Ezra was very close to. He discusses 
checking in on students at school to make sure they
are okay.

Students head to: youthbeyondblue.com/help-some-
one-you-know/thecheckin to review the Check-in App by 
Youth beyondblue

With a partner, students complete the following questions 
and report back to the class
 - Who is the app suitable for?
 - How does it work?
 - Where is it available from?
 - How much does it cosr?

Extension: Students download app and provide a
5 star review.
 - Would you recommend to a friend?
 - Are there similar apps like this?
 - Rating out of 5

scheduling social time

app review

activity 3

activity 4

15 mins

10 mins

*Teachers note: 
apps don’t replace talking to a 
professional- while completing this 
activity, remind students of where 
they or someone they know can go 
for help.   
 
Guide discussion so that students 
consider online and offline places to 
go for help, including organisations/
supports in the local school area. 
Discussion MUST also include: If 
you or a student are worried about 
someone and feel urgent

professional support is needed, turn 
to a trusted adult to help. If the need 
for assistance is life threatening, call 
000 (triple zero; Australia only).

Places can students can go to for 
help include:
In-school supports:
- Teacher
- Year Advisor
- Head Teacher Welfare/Wellbeing
- Teachers Aide
- Aboriginal Education Officer/  
  School/Support Officer or

  Teachers Aide
- Chaplain/Pastoral Care Worker/
  School Counselor

Out-of-school supports:
- Parent/carer/extended
  family member
- Friends
- Coach
- Online services such as:   
  ReachOut.com, headspace,
  beyondblue, youth beyondblue
- Counsellors/psychologists/GPs
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Thinking Box Activity Worksheet

‘What is importance is seldom urgent and what is urgent is seldom important.’
[D. Eisenhower, 34th President of the USA).

Eisenhower was known as a very productive man, developing this decision
matrix of thinking to assist him to be highly productive.

Reflect on Alfie and his conflict around his focus on being social vs his want to go to 
university.

Fill in the matrix below about what you believe will assist Alfie in making decisions 
about where his focus should around prioritizing at this point in Year 12. 

Use the matrix to assist you in prioritizing, at this point in Year 12.

Example

Alfie

You

is it IMPORTANT?

is it IMPORTANT?

is it IMPORTANT?

Do

Do

Do

(do it now)

(do it now)

(do it now)

(plan a time to do it)

(plan a time to do it)

(plan a time to do it)

(who can do it for you?)

(who can do it for you?)

(who can do it for you?)

Decide

Decide

Decide

Don’t/Stop doing it

Don’t/Stop doing it

Don’t/Stop doing it

Delegate

Delegate

Delegate

it’s NOT IMPORTANT

it’s NOT IMPORTANT

it’s NOT IMPORTANT

is it URGENT?

is it URGENT?

is it URGENT?

it’s NOT URGENT

it’s NOT URGENT

it’s NOT URGENT
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study guide

part 2: episodes 13 - 24



2

This resource has been designed 
to accompany each episode of My 
Year 12 Life. Activities have been 
linked to the Australian Curriculum, 
General Capabilities and the Health 
and Physical Education Curriculum 
as well as NSW specific curriculums, 
Crossroads and Stage 5 PDHPE. 
We encourage teachers to embed 
this series of activities into existing 
comprehensive units of work that 
contain content which includes 
themes such as resilience, goal 
setting, exam stress, friendships, 
respectful relationships, mental 
health and future directions. 

Activities have been designed to 
be flexible- your class may decide 
to complete all activities which 
accompany the episode or you may 
choose the activities which best 
fit your school context and time 
allocation for your lesson. 

In addition, these activities may also 
be used in pastoral care/wellbeing 
sessions with Year 11/12 students in 
preparing them for, and through Year 12.

As some aspects of this resource 
and series may be considered to be 
sensitive issues by parents/carers it 
is  important to consider informing 
the school’s parent/carer community 
that your class will be viewing and 
completing these activities.

Year 12 brings considerable stress 
to students. It is therefore important 
to develop effective lines of 
communication and it is suggested 
that schools inform their parent/carer 
community, as well as the school 
counselor/psychologist they are 
completing these activities in class 
in case of further support being 
required by students during, or after 
the class has occurred. It is also 
of benefit to involve the counselor/
psychologist in the running of these 
activities (where appropriate) to 
remind students of their role at 
school and to know where to go for 
help if needed.

Disclaimer: This resource has been 
developed for use by teachers in 
Health and Physical Education, 
PDHPE and in pastoral care settings. 
Before relying on the material, 
users should carefully evaluate its 
accuracy, currency, completeness 
and relevance for their purposes, 
and should obtain any appropriate 
professional advice relevant to 
their particular circumstances from 
specific State/Territory/Country and 
local Educational Sectors.
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13
Synopsis

Tom remains heartbroken over 
Nicola, and holds out hope 
after they agree to go to his 
school formal together. Zoe 
struggles with anxiety issues, 
tries to develop a strategy for 
overcoming procrastination 
but is still feeling stressed and 
overwhelmed. Trianna is dis-
traught over her dying grandpa 
but finds her a way to say her 
goodbyes and get perspective 
with the support of her family. 
The students deal with different 
levels of parental pressure.

Themes explored

- My parental pressure

Equipment needed

- Online access 
- Laptop/desktop/mobile device
- A3 paper- enough for one 
  piece per student plus 5 
  sheets for graffiti activity
- Coloured pens/textas/pencils
- Mine, yours and our
  parents worksheet

Students work in teams of 3 to play the game.

Students think of a study stress relief activity and draw it on the board.

Students take it in turns to guess the activity.

First student in the team to guess what it is, wins!

activity: pictionary

switch on

understand

Zoe talks about her anxiety levels ‘going through the roof’ as she describes 
forgetting her school shoes, her diary and being late for school.

Students form pairs and research anxiety and depression. Students gain 
information from the following websites:

 - youthbeyondblue.com/understand-what’s-going-on/anxiety 
 
  - youthbeyondblue.com/understand-what’s-going-on/depression 

Students answer the following questions about anxiety and depression:

 - What is anxiety and depression?
 
 - List the signs of depression and anxiety.
 
 - List five dot points about getting help for anxiety and depression
 
 - How can you get help for depression and anxiety?

Students pair up with another pair and compare answers.

research
activity 2

15 mins

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 13 - My Year 12 Life my parental

pressure

*Note: Teachers may also
download and print these fact 
sheets if no internet is available.
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understand continued13

Tom discusses the fact that his ex 
girlfriend is always on his mind.

Whole group discussion:

 - When people are feelings  
   low/down, depressed or  
   going through a tough time  
   what may be some of  
   the signs?

Students draw a gingerbread outline 
on an A3 paper and write in all the 
signs that they can think of when 
someone isn’t okay.

Teachers list for discussion prompts.

 - Crying, being emotional
 
 - Getting angry or
   upset easily
 
 - Loss of interest in activities
 
 - Withdrawn from
   friends/family
 
 - Change in their
   sleeping patterns
 
 - Change their appetite
   (eating more or less
   than normal)

think-pair-share
activity 3

Create five graffiti sheets (five pieces of butchers paper/A3 sized paper 
around the room each with the following titles;

 - Things I need to do 

 - Things I should do 

 -  Things I like to do 
 
 - Things I love to do

Students work in small groups.

Allocate two minutes for each group to work with each graffiti sheet.  

Once each group has completed all five graffiti sheets, each group chooses 
five pieces of information recorded on the last graffiti sheet they wrote on as 
a group and presents their information to the class.

Whole class discussion:

 - How do we counteract procrastination?

employment conditions
activity 4

15 mins

10 mins
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act & apply

Zoe discusses her anxiety and feeling lost. There 
are a multitude of apps which aim to reduce some 
anxieties. 

Students explore one of these apps, ‘Worry time” 
au.reachout.com/reachout-worrytime-app?g
clid=CMCYzvOMidECFQwHvAod-eYIzg 

With a partner, students complete the following 
questions and report back to the class.

 - Who is the app suitable for?
 
 - How does it work?
 
 - Where is it available from?
 
 - How much?

Extension: Students download app and provide a 
5 star review.
 - Would you recommend to a friend?
 
 - Are there similar apps like this?
 
 - Rating out of 5.

Zoe says she feels ‘emotionless’,
is …‘anxious 100% of the time’ and is concerned 
about her ‘mental ‘health’. A friend of her sends 
her a text, expressing concern for her.

Students explore R U OK:

ruok.org.au/ask-a-mate to write a dot pointed list 
on how to ask someone if they are okay.

explore and rate!
worry time app!

concerned about
a friend: asking a 
friend if they are okay

activity 1

activity 2

15 mins

10 mins

Zoe’s friend uses text to communicate to her. There are 
many ways people now communicate their thoughts and 
feelings. Zoe felt supported and comfortable to respond 
via a text with her friend.

Move students in to a large free space.

Position students facing each other, in pairs. One person 
indicates they are Person A, the other, Person B. 
 
 - Person A - asks questions 1,3 and 5 
 
 - Person B - asks questions 2,4 and 6

Students are provided with the question sheet and are to 
ask their first partner question 1. Each pair has 1 minute 
to discuss their responses.

Student A moves one space to the left, Student B remains 
in the same place and the next question is read out by 
their new partner and answered. And, so on until all ques-
tions are answered. 

questions:

 1. What are the strengths of using text to as
 someone if they are okay?

 2. What are the weaknesses of using text to ask
 someone if they are okay?

 3. What are the opportunities of using text as a
 form of communication?

 4. What are the threats to using texts as a form of  
 communication when asking if someone is okay?

 5. Discuss a situation where you have asked a   
 friend if they are okay? How did you ask?

 6. What immediate supports are available for you  
 and a friend at school if you or they are not okay?

communicating with friends: 
speed chat!

activity 3
8 mins

*Teachers note: apps don’t  
replace talking to a professional 
- remind students of where to go 
for help during this activity.

13
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Going through a breakup
Tom talks about having supportive 
parents and family, but he finds it 
difficult to talk to them about the 
breakup with his girlfriend, which he 
says is his biggest stress at
the moment. 

In pairs, students research and 
create a series of 5 messages (text/
images) to assist Tom, or someone 
they know in how to deal with a 
breakup.

Online sites to consider gathering 
information include:

 - headspace.org.au/as  
   sets/Uploads/Resource-li
   brary/ Young-people/Deal
   ing-with-relationship-break- 
   ups-web.pdf 

 - kidshelpline.com.au/
   teens/tips/coping-with-
   a-breakup/ 

Whole class discussion: 

 - How would you translate 
   these messages in to a 
   face to face conversation?

research and tips
message series!

activity 4
20 mins

Trianna faces the passing away of her Grandfather in the Philippines and
expresses the sadness she feels in not being able to fly to the Philippines. 
She explains that she tells her friends about what has happened and that 
they were very supportive of her. 

Trianna says that
‘Death puts everything in to perspective’ and that ‘everyone deals with it in 

a different way…you deal with it in the way that feels most natural’

Students can explore the following websites (as completed in Episode 9, 
Activity Three-if not already completed)

Students research the following websites to investigate grief and
where to get help;

 - outhbeyondblue.com/understand-what’s-going-on/grief-and-loss 

 - biteback.org.au/bookshelf/mental-fitness-topics/grief-and-loss/

 - kidshelpline.com.au/teens/tips/living-with-grief-and-loss/ 

Students Think-Pair-Share using sticky notes to discuss how people deal/
cope with grief.
 
Whole class discussion:

 - What role do friends play in dealing with grief?
   Is this role different to family? 

grief and loss support
activity 5

10 mins

Parental pressure
In this episode students describe the support and/or pressure their parents 
give them during Year 12. 

Students complete the worksheet: Mine, yours and our parents!

worksheet: parents!
activity 6

8 mins

act & apply continued13
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14
Synopsis

Just 10 weeks remain until final 
exams. Shianna battles school 
pressure and negative thoughts 
leading her Mum to pay a visit 
to the school. Alfie obsesses 
over birthday preparations prior 
to throwing what he hopes is the 
party of the year. Kayla considers 
whether to give up tap dancing 
and gets an awkward text from 
her brother’s friend. Dating 
rules and what makes a good 
teacher are on everyone’s mind. 

Themes explored

- My teachers
- My dating
- Drinking Alcohol
- Stress
- Strengths 

Equipment needed

- Online access 
- Laptop/desktop/mobile device
- A4 paper- enough for one 
  piece per student 
- Coloured pens/textas/pencils
- Sticky notes

Students spend 5 mins doodling on an A4 piece of paper -
how they are feeling.

switch on

understand

Move students in to a large free space

Position students in two circles, the inside circle facing out and the outside 
circle facing in so everyone has a partner. 

Teacher reads out the questions and each pair has 1 minute to discuss
their responses

The outside circle moves one space to the left and the next question is read 
out and answered. And, so on until all questions are answered. 

questions:

 1. What is risk?

 2. Describe your idea of a positive risk

 3. Describe your idea of a negative risk

 4. Does the concept of risk different for different people?

 5. What factors influence the level of risk?

 6. How might alcohol use change the level of risk?

circle chat: what is risk?
activity 2

10 mins

5 mins

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 14 - My Year 12 Life drinking/alcohol

activity: doodling your feelings!
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Kayla is seen heading to an 18th birthday party and has 
a fake ID.

Alfie is planning his 18th Birthday party.

Students investigate alcohol and the law.

 - lawstuff.org.au/ 

 - theothertalk.org.au/advice/know-the-law/ 

questions to consider:

 - What is the law?

 - Can someone over 18 buy alcohol for someone 
   under 18?

 - Showing ID.

 - Where is it legal and illegal from someone over 
   18 to drink?

investigate: alcohol and the law
activity 3

20 mins

Students write down as many ideas as they can think of to do with the
consequences of using alcohol under the age of 18 on sticky notes.

Draw table below on to classroom board  

    

Students place their ideas under each heading.

Whole class discussion on consequences.

*Sticky notes can be moved around to different categories as the
discussion occurs.

tabling consequences
activity 4

15 mins

physical social emotional economic legal

understand continued14
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act & apply

Alfie talks about inviting 200
people to his party and then having 
to reduce the numbers due to the 
limit of space in his back garden.

Kayla discusses her use of a fake ID 
and her friend being caught using 
her fake ID as she couldn’t
remember the false date of birth.

Students work in small groups, 
choose either Alfie’s or Kayla’s 
situation and the possible 
scenarios which may have taken 
place to complete the
consequences questions below.
 
 - Kayla: Being found with 
   fake ID by the bouncer at
   the club where the 18th 
   birthday was held.
 
 - Alfie: Having gatecrashers 
   come to his party.

questions:

 1. Describe the situation

 2. What is the
     immediate risk(s)

 3. What action could
     be taken?
 
 4. Possible negative
     outcomes
 
 5. Possible positive
     outcomes
 
 6. If calling for help, what 
     numbers would you call?

strategies
and actions

activity 1
15 mins

20 mins

Shianna says

‘no result is going to show that I’m caring,
compassionate and a good dancer…’ 

The ATAR is a measure in a moment of time. What makes us a whole human 
is a whole lot of strengths.

Students complete the VIA ‘strengths survey for children’ to identify  
their strengths. 

Access it online at:
authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu/Default.aspx 

Students record their top five strengths and share with a small group. 

Students discuss with the group: 

 - How could you use these strengths in Year 12?

 - Do these strengths come naturally or did you learn them from
   someone else?

 - Which strengths do you find most challenging? Explain why

 - How could you improve on these strengths?

 - Who could help?

identifying strengths - not all strengths
are measured by the ATAR!

activity 2

drinking/alcohol

strengths

14
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Guide discussion so that students 
consider online and offline places to 
go for help, including organisations/
supports in the local school area. 
Discussion MUST also include: If 
you or a student are worried about 
someone and feel urgent
professional support is needed, turn 
to a trusted adult to help. If the need 
for assistance is life threatening, call 
000 (triple zero; Australia only).
.

Places can students can go to for 
help include:
In-school supports:
- Teacher
- Year Advisor
- Head Teacher Welfare/Wellbeing
- Teachers Aide
- Aboriginal Education Officer/  
  School/Support Officer or
  Teachers Aide
- Chaplain/Pastoral Care Worker/
  School Counselor

Out-of-school supports:
- Parent/carer/extended
  family member
- Friends
- Coach
- Online services such as:   
  ReachOut.com, headspace,
  beyondblue, youth beyondblue
- Counsellors/psychologists/GPs

10 mins

Students write down three good things they have experienced in the last 24 
hours or hope to experience in the near future.
 
 - Encourage students to do this each day for 30 days and see how 
   this improves their positive thinking.

Day of the week: ___________ Date: ______________

Write three good things that happened today, yesterday or what you would 
like to happen tomorrow.List three good things Why did/will it feel good?

 1.

 2.

 3.

Revise where to go for help when experiencing tough times, depression, low 
moods (see Accessing Help below). Include in this discussion: seeking out 
a trusted adult and where to get help if yourself or someone you know is in a 
life threatening situation, which is to call 000 (triple zero; Australia only).

three good things!
activity 1

Shianna is feeling low, with ‘negative things blocking all the possibilities at 
the moment’ and Kayla is thinking about quitting dancing until she realises 
that it makes her feel good and positive about herself.

my stress

act & apply continued14
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Students complete a mind map of 
the qualities of Year 12 teachers that 
work best with them

Revise Episode 10,
Act and Apply - Activity One.
Or complete if not previously.

Student complete the worksheet - 
Accomplishment.

Students discuss the expectations 
they have of the other person if they 
were in a relationship with someone 
in Year 12.

Whole class discussion:

 - Are expectations always  
   realistic?
 
 - How could we express
   our expectations to
   another person?

In regards to good teachers, Alex 
says they ‘…understand that all
students don’t learn the same way’
Trianna says they ‘need to care 
about their students’.

mind mapping
teacher profiles!

relationships

worksheet
accomplishment

think-pair-share
expectations

activity 1

activity 1

activity 2

activity 2

5 mins

10 mins

10 mins

10 mins

my teachers

my dating

act & apply continued14
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1. Describe a time when you felt accomplishment

What did it:

look like?

feel like?

sound like?

2. How can you increase the amount of accomplishment you are 
currently experiencing?

3. Describe a time when you learnt from failure

What did it:

look like?

feel like?

sound like?

Worksheet - Accomplishment

Kayla completes her tap exam and is ‘relieved it’s all done’ and seems happy.
Shianna finishes her trial English exam and feels excited.
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15
Synopsis

Final exams are just two months 
away. Angela needs 10 days 
off school to go to Korea for a 
taikwando training competition, 
causing a study backlog which 
takes a toll on her health.  Tom 
is on the edge of failing Year 
12  if he doesn’t pass his next 
two math tests but draws solace 
from his Mum. Jess surprises 
herself by acquiring a new 
boyfriend however it’s the 
attraction of a lion tattooo and 
a car that may end up being 
more permanent. The students 
debate the effect of love and 
health during this intense time.
  
Themes explored

- My health
- My love

Equipment needed

- Online access 
- Laptop/desktop/mobile device
- Coloured pens/textas/pencils

Nothing like getting everyone moving! Remind students of the importance of 
movement and physical activity when studying and what a boost of physical 
activity can do to sharpen the brains focus!

Students complete a few rounds of ‘Simon says’

switch on

understand

In this episode a number of the students are suffering from illnesses due 
to a lowered immune system. Our brain and body is closely connected, so 
keeping our body physical healthy assists in keeping our brain functioning in 
tiptop condition for studying, exams and assessments.   

Students explore ways to keep healthy when studying/completing exams and 
assessments.
 
Websites as starters for information include; 

 - youthbeyondblue.com/do-something-about-it/surviving-year-12 

 - cce.sydney.edu.au/getting-through-your-hsc-a-practical-guide 

 - dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/diet-sleep-and- 
   exercise-key-to-beating-stress-during-the-hsc-exams/
   news-story/00f5dd6b7136bc869a3ea1541dbcb572 

 - smh.com.au/national/education/hsc-smart-study-advice-
   and-top-10-student-tips-20150526-gh9rxk.html

Students record at least 10 points of information they find which will be used 
in Activity One and Two (Act and Apply).

investigate
activity 2

15 mins

5 mins

my support
26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 15 - My Year 12 Life 

activity: simon says!
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act & apply

In Episode 15, students share things 
they are doing to improve their 
health. 

Jess takes herself away to her 
Aunty’s house for a break and 
reflects on re-prioritising her goals 
and Tom recongises that he is not 
sleeping enough and finds that he is 
more focused after sleeping longer.

Students choose one of these areas:

 - Sleep

 - having ‘me-time’

 - re-prioritising

Using the information gathered in 
Activity One - Understand, students 
write a ‘to-do list’ of things they will 
do in order to improve their health 
using one of these. 

Compare and contrast their list with 
a small group of students.

my health,
my focus!

activity 1
15 mins

15 mins

Using the information gathered in Understand, Activity One, students design 
a marketing campaign for students at their school to promote being healthy 
when studying at school.

 Ideas to think about:

 - Target audience
 
 - What is the message you are going to convey?
 
 - What media will you use to promote your message?
 
 - Who do you need to speak to about the campaign?
   Eg- The Principal/Year Advisor/Teacher 
 
 - What materials do you need?
 
 - Timings
 
 - How long is your campaign going to run?
 
 - When will it start?

promote being healthy!
activity 2

my health

15
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10 mins

Tom describes his feelings of stress at failing a mathematics exam and the 
possibility of not passing year 12 if he fails his next exam. He discusses 
the dilemma he faces about making memories vs focusing on his study. He 
focuses on his study and he passes his next exam.
Angela doesn’t win a medal at her competition in Korea and discusses her 
lack of homework while she is away from school.

Students discuss in pairs:

 - Is failure a good motivator? 

 - Have you used a failure in the past to improve your focus?  

 - Describe a time when failing assisted you in learning? 

 - How do you re-focus after a failure?
 
FAIL as an acrostic puzzle can be

 F first
 
 A attempt

 I in 

 L learning

Students work on developing further acrostics for FAIL, FOCUS and/
or STUDY (or words chosen by students related to studying, exams etc).

failure as a motivator
activity 1

While the traditional meaning of 
‘love’ makes us think about intimate/ 
personal relationships…lets think 
about ‘love’ in this episode a little
more broadly.

Chelsea describes love as being 
‘important - without it you would 
be lonely’

Kayla says
‘If you don’t love yourself, how are 
you going to love another person?’

Angela says when she is loved, she 
feels ‘…invincible’.

Students write down all examples of 
love they hear/see in this episode 
(Encourage students to think of ‘love’ 
in more broader terms). Share their 
responses with a partner and then 
the larger group.

Whole group discussion: 

 - What does love do
   for humans?

List examples of ‘love’ explored in 
episode 15.

What does ‘the one’ mean when 
people speak about personal/
intimate relationships?

review and share
activity 2

10 mins

my love

act & apply continued15
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16
Synopsis

Uni applications dominate 
everyone’s mind as end of 
year exams draw frighteningly 
close. Trianna is paralysed by 
the range of choice on offer 
and fears making the wrong 
preference decision, or one 
her Mum doesn’t support. 
Eden weighs up whether  
university or a technical college 
is the right choice as she aims 
to make her parents proud 
and reflects on her personal 
progress since the year began. 
Charlie questions whether he’s 
doing well enough and laments 
his parents don’t value his 
academic side. 

Themes explored

- My Uni Choices 

Equipment needed

- Sticky notes
- Pens/Textas/Markers/Pencils 
- Workbook/paper

Students move in to the centre of the room

Teacher reads out statements, students move to the left side of the room if 
they have experienced or have that aspect in their life.

Students see commonalities and discuss similarities and differences.

Questions examples

 - You have travelled to another country 

 - You have at least two siblings 

 - You have always lived in the same suburb 

 - You plan to go to university after completing Year 12 

 - You have a part time job 

 - You have your drivers license 

 - You plan to travel once you have finished Year 12

activity: things in common!

switch on

A ‘brainswarm’ is a brainstorm conducted in silence with sticky notes.  
In brainswarming there is no critiquing of ideas, dominant voices or a  
reluctance to contribute.
  
Students write their thoughts on sticky notes (as many thoughts as they can 
possibly think of) over a period of 3 minutes. Placing each of their post it 
notes on the board so there is a collection of ideas.
 

 - Students work together to place similar ideas together in themes 
on the board. Brainswarm 1: What supports are available to you to 
assist you in choosing a career path 

Discuss collective theme ideas as a class

 - What was the most common idea the class came up?

activity 1

activity 2
5 mins

10 mins

understand

brainswarm

26 mins

Watch Episode 16  - My Year 12 Life 
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Trianna talks about choosing a  
career that would be likely to earn 
her more money over doing  
something she is more interested in 
and she loves to do. 

Students create a list of things they 
love to do

 - Next to each item, they 
investigate a career which 
would require those skills, 
talents and interests 

Share with the class.

investigating
activity 3

10 mins

In pairs, students discuss keeping track of their homework, study and how 
they are going with their assessments. 

Students discuss the following questions:

 - What do you as a year 12 student measure yourself against? 

 - How do you know you are doing enough or too much? 

 - Who can you talk with to discuss how you are going? 

 - Who can advise you; 
 at school 
 at home

think-pair-share
activity 4

10 mins

understand continued16
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act & apply

Eden explores post school study options for getting her where she wants to be.

Students research one career idea (it can be theirs, or someone they know) 
and detail possible alternative pathways to attaining that career  
(Some examples below. *Nb –these are not based on current ATARS.  
Contact local education authorities for current information)

explore career choices
activity 1

15 mins

10 mins

Eden discusses meeting her boyfriend and how he has helped her become a 
better person by influencing the way she looks at school. Eden says she feels 
more ‘inspired to work hard.’

Students work in groups of 3 with a pile of sticky notes.

 - On ‘go’, students have 30 seconds to come up with as many. 

 -  people or things that inspire them to do their best. 

 - The goal is to try and fill their table with as many sticky notes as 
possible. 

 - If no table has filled it thoroughly, time can be extended. 

 - Compare table responses as a class. 

Whole group discussion:

 - Where can we find inspiration at school and outside of school?

sticky notes storm! our motivation!
activity 2

E.g. Pathway 1: School 
(HSC)

ATAR 
99.1 USYD B Physio Be a Physio

E.g. Pathway 2: School 
(HSC)`

ATAR 
89.1 CSU B Physio Be a Physio

E.g. Pathway 3: School 
(HSC)

ATAR 
71.2 UTS B Science

Transfer Course 
after achieving 
good grades

Complete B 
Physio Be a Physio

E.g. Pathway 4: School 
(HSC)

ATAR 
67.2

TAFE Diploma in  
Practice Management 
-upon completion apply 
to university

Complete a 
Bachelor of 
Physiotherapy

Be a physio

my uni choices

16
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Eden says ‘she’s freaking out’ and Charlie says  
‘it’s getting intense’. 

Trianna talks about having so many choices in her head 
that she doesn’t know what to do. Trianna comments that 
she has wanted to study Commerce her ‘whole life’  and 
is now thinking about studying Politics - she finds this 
thinking, ‘uncomfortable’ and is ‘terrified she will make 
the wrong choice’.

Students choose two people to interview who left school 
at least 5 years ago (E.g. parents, family members or 
friends) and ask them the following questions:

 - What do you do for work/as your profession? 

 - Is this what you wanted to do when you were in  
Year 12 (or equivalent) 

 - What helped you make the decision to do  
the work you currently do? 

 - Would you do anything differently? 

Report back to whole class for discussion

Interview

*Teachers note:  
Throughout this episode a number of issues are dealt with where 
students viewing may need support/knowledge on where to  
access help. Through each activity, it is noted that teachers are 
to remind students on where to access help if they or someone 
they know requires it. 

Accessing help
Guide discussion so that students consider online and offline 
places to go for help, including organisations/supports in the 
local school area. Discussion MUST also include: If you or a 
student are worried about someone and feel urgent professional 
support is needed, turn to a trusted adult to help. If the need for 
assistance is life threatening, call 000 (triple zero; Australia only). 
 
Places can students can go to for help include: 
In-school supports:

 - Teacher
 - Year Advisor
 - Head Teacher Welfare/Wellbeing
 - Teachers Aide
 - Aboriginal Education Officer/School/Support Officer or  
Teachers Aide
 - Chaplain/Pastoral Care Worker/School Counselor

Out-of-school supports:
 - Parent/carer/extended family member
 - Friends
 - Coach
 - Online services such as: ReachOut.com, headspace,  
beyondblue, youth beyondblue
 - Counsellors/psychologists/GPs

Eden placed her Uni choices in to 
the UAC online form. She looks so 
excited and reacts with her arms up, 
raised in a ‘V’ for victory sign. Social 
Scientists have described this as 
being one common and powerful, 
‘power non-verbal’ used when we 
feel ‘pride’.

Students watch researcher, Amy 
Cuddy from Harvard University  
explain the use of Power, non-verbals 
and how you can ‘fake it until you 
become it’ 

Ted Talk: Your Body Language 
Shapes Who You Are:  
ted.com/talks/amy_cuddy_your_
body_language_shapes_who_you_
are#t-1243821 

Whole Class Discussion: 

 - What tips does Amy Cuddy 
give us? 

 - What is the action we do 
when we feel powerful? 
What do opposite actions 
look like? 

 - Could this use of power 
non-verbals influence your 
Year 12 life?

classroom  
discussion 
‘V for... Victory!’

activity 4
25 mins

activity 3
20 mins

act & apply continued16
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17

Physical movement improves a sense of positivity as well as delivering more 
oxygen to the brain.

Students stand in an open space.

Using their left hand, they write their name in the air, then switch to their right 
hand and repeat.

Students then write in the air how they are feeling about being in Year 12.

Share how they are feeling with a partner.

activity: air writing

switch on

understand

Alex explains he had three weeks to make a decision whether to complete his 
VCE or do a trade. Kayla looks back on her ‘Morrisby Report’ (a report which 
looks at her skills and interests and suggests ideas for career options).  We 
see Kayla explain that she was happy with what the career ideas that came 
out of the Morrisby Report she completed in Year 10, but is currently feeling 
very stressed and feels that ‘nothing is falling in to place.’

Students discuss in pairs the following question:

 - What can change in a persons life over the course of a year or two 
to assist in deciding on what career path to take? 

Whole class discussion.

think-pair-share
activity 2

10 mins

5 mins

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 17 - My Year 12 Life 

Synopsis

With the end of school just a 
month away Kayla is unsure 
what she wants to study at uni 
but is counting down the days 
until her 18th birthday where 
her name goes up in lights. 
Alex heads to Poland to  
represent Australia but  
considers a new direction for 
after Year 12. Tom is in danger 
of failing Year 12 and must 
pass a maths test in order to 
graduate. The students reflect 
on what travel means to them 
and how they deal with marks. 

Themes explored

- My Travel
- My Marks

Equipment needed

- Pens/Textas/Markers/Pencils 
- Workbook/paper
- Placemat activity template
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understand continued

Tom shares his story of moving houses four times during 
the year, acknowledging that it has brought added stress 
to completing Year 12.

Whole group discussion:

 - What supports are required for a student to 
complete Year 12? 

 - What are the benefits of living out of home 
during Year 12? 

 - What are the challenges of living out of home in 
Year 12? 

 - Where can you find more information about 
accommodation in your local area for school 
students/young people? 

Students work in groups of four to complete the Placemat 
activity template. Each student is allocated a corner of the 
page to write down their ideas about;

 - the pressures Tom may be under while living out 
of home. 

 - places/people Tom could look to for support in 
finding accommodation. 

After two minutes, students share their thoughts with their 
group and write down the top responses in the middle 
box 

Share group answers with the class.

activity 3
placemat thoughts! 15 mins

understand continued17
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act & apply

Alex heads to Poland to represent Australia in Ultimate Frisbee. He says he 
is feeling ‘pumped’. In order to attend, he needs to take time off from school. 
In earlier episodes we have also seen Angela heading overseas to represent 
Australia.

Debate the following topic:  Representing your country is worth missing a 
week of school in Year 12.

Divide class in half.

Half the class will debate ‘for’ the argument and the second half ‘against’ the 
argument. 

Students work as individuals. Provide a ten-minute time allocation to write as 
many dot points for their side of the argument as possible.

Students form small groups of three to combine their dot points.

Alternating between for and against sides, each group takes it in turns  
(one student at a time) to read out their side of the argument.

Whole class discussion.

debate!
activity 1

20 mins

my travel

Kayla shares her excitement about 
turning 18 and Tom is excited about 
completing his flip photograph with 
his mate, Brandon. 

Students write a letter to themselves 
describing everything in their life 
they love, they enjoy doing and that 
is important to them. 

Students write how these people/
activities make them feel.

Students keep the letter to re-read 
when they are feeling stressed to 
reduce this stress.

personal letter
activity 2

20 mins

17
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8 mins

Angela says she deals with disappointment by ‘brushing it off.’  
Ben believes that underperforming, ‘90% of the time is because you’re not 
working enough’ so there is no one else to blame. Tom says he  
expects ‘the best of himself’ and if it is not a goovd mark he is  
‘disappointed.’ Charlie says ‘you can learn from something if you fail.’

Move students in to a large free space

Position students facing each other, in pairs. One person indicates they are 
Person A, the other, Person B. 

 - Person A - asks questions 1,3 
   
 - Person B - asks questions 2,4 
  

Students are provided with the question sheet and are to ask their first  
partner question 1. Each pair has 1 minute to discuss their responses. 

Student A moves one space to the left, Student B remains in the same place 
and the next question is read out by their new partner and answered. And, so 
on until all questions are answered.  

questions

 - Can you learn from failure during Year 12? Provide an example. 

 - What do you do when you don’t receive the mark you thought you 
were going to get? 

 - Do you agree with Ben, that underperforming is 90% of the time due 
to not working hard enough? 

 - What other factors impact on your ability to score marks you would 
like/need in exams/assessments?

coping with disappointment! Speed chat!
activity 3

my marks

act & apply continued17
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18
Synopsis

 As the countdown to final 
exams hits 3 weeks, Shianna 
grapples with her various  
career aspirations, goes on  
a tour of a large university  
campus and wonders how 
Josh will go if they move to 
Sydney.  Zoe continues to 
shine in her school subjects 
but is struggling with her  
mental wellbeing and visits a 
new psychologist over intense 
anxieties and concerning 
eating habits. Chelsea feels 
relaxed about her future as 
she starts planning for life as 
a first year uni student and a 
solo music artist. The students 
discuss their hobbies ranging 
from sport to movies to  
meditation.

Themes explored

- My Hobbies

Equipment needed

- Sticky notes
- Pens/Textas/Markers/Pencils 
- Workbook/paper
- Laptop/desktop/mobile 
device
- 1 packet of Straws 
- A5 sized paper
- Picture This (Available from 
Innovative Resources 
innovativeresources.org/ ) Or 
varying Images from  
magazines/newspapers etc.

Students form teams of 8.

Standing in a line, the first person attempts to pick up the A5 paper by  
sucking it up with their straw. The second person is to get the paper from the 
first person by using their straw also to suck up the paper. This continues 
until the last person is reached.

activity: suck it up!

switch on

understand

We see Zoe feeling very positive when she finds out that she has come first 
place in two of her subjects. 

Using the Picture This series of cards (alternatively you can use images 
sourced from magazines, newspapers and from Twitter, Pinterest/Instagram - 
through Creative Commons licenses and print out/cut out).

Spread cards out over the classroom floor.

Students choose a card to describe what ‘doing well’ looks like.
Student Questions:
 

 - When do you feel you are doing your best? 

 - What does ‘doing your best’ feel like to you?

activity 1

activity 2
10 mins

5 mins

understand

picture this

26 mins

Watch Episode 18 - My Year 12 Life 
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Shianna visits UNSW for a Campus 
tour. She is excited to be putting 
down UNSW as her first preference. 
‘I can definitely see myself here.’

Students create a series of Twitter 
posts on sticky notes to place on the 
classroom wall.

Each post needs to be 140  
characters or less and be advice/
tips on what to do when exploring 
options for university choices.

Display sticky notes at the front of 
the room for a classroom discussion.

activity 3
Twitter slam!  
Try before you buy!

10 mins

understand continued18
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act & apply

Students choose a small sample of their classmates/Year Level) to survey 
about their hobbies

Short survey may include questions such as:

 - List your hobbies – in school and outside of school 

 - How much time do you spend (on average) completing your  
hobbies? 

 - What are the benefits of having hobbies? 

Students publish their results either to their individual class or as a joint task, 
to the whole Year level.

 - Pointing out the importance of finding a balance between school 
and hobbies.

Students read through the Fact Sheet by ReachOut.com

 - Graduating from high school: Tears, fears and peers  
(au.reachout.com/graduating-from-high-school-tears-fears-and-
peers). 

Students create a 10 point summary to share with their peers

Students volunteer to share their points with the whole class.

As students read out their responses, those students who also have that tip 
written down raise their hand to acknowledge they too found that information 
important.

survey: hobbies

summarise; feeling a sense of loss

activity 1

activity 2

15 mins

15 mins

my hobbies

*Teachers Note: If not already 
completed, you may like to  
complete the ‘Competing  
Demands’ activity from Episode 
1, Act and Apply Activity One,  
or remind students about  
creating a schedule if you have 
already completed this activity.

18
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19
Synopsis

Two weeks until final exams.  
Trianna wilts under the pres-
sure of pursuing perfection, 
forces her parents to log her 
off Facebook, and tells some 
emotional truths about the 
pressures of having a special 
needs sibling. Tom breaks 
down in his final assembly 
speech, looks to a future in 
business rather than football 
and realises he has to start 
knuckling down to get his 
much needed ATAR score. 
With plans to go to uni, Eden 
laments her relaxed approach 
to study but enjoys the warmth 
and support of her boyfriend 
and his family. The students 
share their advice for future 
Year 12s.

Themes explored

- My advice 

Equipment needed

- Sticky notes
- Pens/Textas/Markers/Pencils 
- Workbook/paper
- PMI Worksheet

Students write the letters A through to Z on a piece of paper.

3 min time limit given for students to write down as many things they can 
think of to do with leaving school.

activity: A to Z

switch on

understand

Tom says his Mum became very emotional and cried when she took him to 
school for the last time on his last day of school.
 
Students draw a Y chart in their books/on a piece of paper.

Students have one minute to think about the impact of Year 12 on family 
members. What does/could it;

 - look like 

 - sounds like 

 - feel like 

Whole class discussion.

activity 1

activity 2
10 mins

10 mins

understand

Y-chart: impact of Year 12 on family members

26 mins

Watch Episode 19 - My Year 12 Life 
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10 mins

Eden comments about not understanding scaling. She wished someone had 
also told her to ‘keep trying.’

Students watch Sydney University’s explanation of how the ATAR is  
calculated

 - How is the ATAR calculated:  
youtube.com/watch?v=eyVivqAdzcQ 

*Nb A ‘brainswarm’ is a brainstorm conducted in silence with post it notes.  
In brainswarming there is no critiquing of ideas, dominant voices or a  
reluctance to contribute.  

Students write their thoughts on sticky notes (as many thoughts as they can 
possibly think of) over a period of 3 minutes. Placing each of their sticky 
notes on the board so there is a collection of ideas. 

Students work together to place similar ideas together in themes on the 
board

 - Brainswarm: How is the ATAR calculated?  
 

Discuss collective theme ideas as a class

 - What was the most common idea the class came up with?

brainswarm: the ATAR
activity 3

understand continued19
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act & apply

We see Tom reading out his leaving 
speech, becoming very emotional 
throughout it. Leaving a place where 
you have been for a large portion of 
your life is tough.

Students brainstorm everything they 
would want to talk about in a leaving 
speech for graduation day/last day 
of school.

Students write a leaving speech.

Volunteers read out their speech to 
the class. Toms spends his last day, signing shirts, blowing whistles and shouting a 

countdown to the final bell.

Brainstorm:
 

 - What rituals does our school have in regards to the last day of  
Year 12? 

 - Who needs to be consulted at the school before events/activities  
are planned for the last day? (e.g. Principal, SRC) 

In small groups, students plan activities for the last day of Year 12.

Ideas shared with whole class.

*Nb. Emphasise with students that they need to check in with the school 
leadership (Principal/Head of School) before organising and conducting 
any activity for the end of Year 12. All schools have policies and procedures 
which must be followed. 

Trianna says she has been distracted by social media and feels she needs to 
force herself off it. She gets her Dad to change the password on her  
Facebook account, which he does. 

Students use the PMI worksheet to discuss what the plusses, minuses and  
interesting pieces of information are about going through a self imposed 
social media ban leading up to Year 12 exams.

speech:  
Leaving Year 12

to do list! Last day plans and rituals! 

plus, minuses, interesting info: Social media detox

activity 1

activity 2

activity 3

20 mins

15 mins

15 mins

my advice

19
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PMI [Plus, Minus, Interesting] worksheet

Fill in the table below regarding the Pluses, Minuses and interesting 
points about detoxing from social media leading up to exams.

plus minus interesting
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20
Synopsis

With only 1 week until final  
exams, emotions are all over 
the place as everyone deals 
with the pressure. Alfie is 
worried that he’ll actually miss 
school when exams are over; 
Charlie is tired and excited all 
at once; Trianna is addicted 
to her ATAR calculator as her 
exams coincide with turning 
18; Angela gets the news that 
her braces are finally com-
ing off; Shianna has a career 
epiphany; Tom alternates 
between confidence and di-
saster and; Zoe’s longs for the 
finish line as her anxiety lingers 
despite her topping two of her 
subjects. As together they all 
experience one of the biggest 
weeks of their lives, the  
euphoria of finally finishing  
exams will soon be replaced 
by the dreaded wait for results. 

Themes explored

- Exams

Equipment needed

- Sticky notes
- Pens/Textas/Markers/Pencils 
- Workbook/Paper
- Sticky Tape
- 3,2,1 Worksheet

Each student is given a piece of paper which they stick on their backs.
 
Students move around the room and write compliments on the paper of each 
student. 

Students read their compliments. 

Share as a class (optional).

activity: give a compliment!

switch on

understand

Class discussion on how they are feeling about being in Year 12.

Students in small groups design a short survey to ask how their peers are 
feeling about being in Year 12, their ATAR (if applicable) and leaving school.

activity 1

activity 2
20 mins

10 mins

understand

peer chat!

26 mins

Watch Episode 20 - My Year 12 Life 
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act & apply

Students work in groups of three.

Students think about their last week 
of school.

 - What will you be doing? 

 - What will you need to  
organise? 

 - How will you organise to 
stay connected to your 
friends? 

 - Do you have an email  
contact for your  
teacher(s) or are you  
planning a study day with 
your class(s) (If you are 
completing exams)? 

 - Do you plan to catch up 
with your friends  
regularly? 

Each group completes the 3, 2, 1 
Ideas worksheet. 

Each student in the group is to think 
of three ideas about the last week of 
school. 

Apply a two-minute time limit for 
each student to complete these three 
ideas. After the time limit, pass on to 
the next student in their group. 

Students continue the exercise until 
all three students have completed 
the worksheet. 

Conduct a whole group discussion 
to share each group’s ideas.

Jess says she tries not to plan too much and that her 
studying consists of studying one subject until she is  
‘…sick of it.’ Eden uses the syllabus/curriculum to tick off 
what she knows and where the gaps in her knowledge 
may be.

Students think about their style of studying (teachers  
reminding students that everyone is different and there 
will be a range of techniques students use).

*Nb: A ‘brainswarm’ is a brainstorm conducted in silence 
with sticky notes. In brainswarming there is no critiquing 
of ideas, dominant voices or a reluctance to contribute. 
 
Students write their thoughts on sticky notes about tips for 
studying  (as many thoughts as they can possibly think 
of) over a period of 3 minutes. Placing each of their sticky 
notes on the board so there is a collection of ideas. 

 - Students work together to place similar ideas 
together in themes on the board.

Discuss collective theme ideas as a class 

 - What was the most common idea the class 
came up with?

In Episode two we looked at creating a study schedule.  
If not already completed, have students complete Activity 
Two, Episode Two in Act and Apply. 

3, 2, 1 reflect -  
Last week of school!

studying! Brainswarm

activity 1

activity 2

20 mins

10 mins

exams

20
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Angela talks about having her 
braces taken off. Trianna discusses 
turning 18 on the last day of school - 
both big milestones to achieve.

Students reflect on their 12/13 years 
of schooling.

Students create a timeline from  
Kindergarten/Reception/Prep to Year 
12 recording milestones they have 
achieved throughout the years.

Students project 1, 3 and 5 years  
beyond Year 12 for future milestones.

Share timelines and milestones with 
a peer and discuss similarities and 
differences.

Angela is seen ‘pampering herself’ and Shianna says she 
rewards herself for studying with eating pieces of  
chocolate.

Distribute one sticky note per student.

Give students 60 seconds to think of personal rewards for 
studying/completing an exam or assessment.

Students share with the person next to them.

Students come up with their top 5 answers as a pair, write 
on the back of the sticky notes and share with the class.

Trianna explains that she spoke to 
her teacher following an exam and 
Tom says that he read information 
on social media and talked to his 
friends following his exam and found 
that other students also thought the 
exam was difficult.

Students reflect on who they would 
debrief with following an exam.

Class develops a list on the board 
about possible people, places to 
debrief following an exam.

milestones!

reward ideas! think-pair-share

debriefing list

activity 3

activity 4

activity 5

10 mins

10 mins

5 mins

exams

act & apply continued20
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21
Synopsis

Tom’s results are so high his 
parents pressure him to do a 
more challenging university 
course, while the pressure of 
the year sends him to 
hospital with glandular fever.  
Zoe figures out some clear 
personal goals after an 
emotionally tough year. Angela 
dreads her results, her family’s 
reaction and how the score 
will impact her career options. 
Charlie ruminates on adversity 
making him stronger when 
he doesn’t get the results he 
needed to get into university, 
but a last minute offer sees him 
make the cut off for his course 
anyway. 

Themes explored

- My camera

Equipment needed

- Sticky notes
- Pens/Textas/Markers/Pencils 
- Workbook/Paper
- Ideas Flash worksheet

A haiku is a Japanese poem consisting of 3 lines, with 17 syllables in total.

Line 1 – 5 syllables
 
Line 2 – 7 syllables
 
Line 3 – 5 syllables

Students create a haiku about their experiences so far in Year 12 (or what it 
will be like to be in Year 12).

activity: haiku Year 12

switch on

understand

Charlie says he was aiming for an ATAR of at least 70, when he receives his 
ATAR, he seems annoyed and upset- he reveals he got 67. 

Students write down their answers to the following.

What helpful/positive advice would you give Charlie;

1. On Twitter (140 character limit)
2. On Facebook
3. On the phone
4. In person

activity 1

activity 2
15 mins

15 mins

understand

advice for Charlie

26 mins

Watch Episode 21 - My Year 12 Life 
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Places students can go to for help 
include:
Out-of-school supports:
- Parent/carer/extended family  
  member
- Friends
- Coach
- Online services such as: ReachOut. 
  com, headspace, beyondblue, 
  youth beyondblue
Counsellors/psychologists/GPs 

In-school supports:
- Teacher
- Year Advisor
- Head Teacher Welfare/Wellbeing
- Teachers Aide
- Aboriginal Education Officer/ 
  School/Support Officer or Teachers  
  Aide
- Chaplain/Pastoral Care Worker/ 
  School Counselor

10 mins

Zoe remarks that she put a lot of pressure on herself, setting very high  
personal expectations during Year 12 - these became her ‘demons.’ 

Students answer the following question;

 - If you were in Zoe’s shoes, what forms of relaxation would you do  
to calm yourself down in times of anxiety and stress? (Ideas may  
include mindfulness, tracking positive things, deep breathing, 
talking/meeting up with friends/family).

Students share their ideas with the class.

forms of relaxation: Zoe
activity 3

*Teachers Note: While is it still 
important to acknowledge the 
support available to students in 
school, this discussion should 
focus on more outside of school 
resources as this episode is 
where we see the students already 
completing their time at school.

understand continued21
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act & apply

Zoe says ‘I’m trying not to think about it (ATAR), ‘cause if I do, I get more 
and more scared.’

Students use the Ideas Flash worksheet to come up with a series of ideas 
to keep their minds and their friends minds occupied whilst waiting for their 
ATAR/end of year results.

Share ideas with whole class.

Tom says he is ‘having the most fun he has ever had’ in between finishing 
school and starting university. 

Move students into a large free space.

Position students facing each other, in pairs. One person indicates they are 
Person A, the other, Person B. 

 - Person A - asks questions 1,3 and 5. 

 - Person B - asks questions 2,4 and 6.

Students are provided with the questions on the board and are to ask their 
first partner question 1. Each pair has 1 minute to discuss their responses.

Student A moves one space to the left, Student B remains in the same place 
and the next question is read out by their new partner and answered. And, so 
on until all questions are answered. 

questions

 1. What is one thing you would like to do in between finishing school 
     and starting university/TAFE or work?

 2. Would you consider recording your first year outside of school 
     (eg video diary, written journal, photo journal)? 
 
 3. What are you most nervous about in regards to finishing school?

 4. What are you most excited about?

 5. What would you want to share with younger students regarding  
     your time in Year 12?

 6. What are your family’s expectations of you when you finish year  
     12?

ideas flash - keeping your mind occupied! 

speed chat

activity 1

activity 2

15 mins

20 mins

my camera

21
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22
Synopsis

Kayla can barely breathe as 
she awaits her ATAR results, 
and ultimately decides to put 
her performing dreams on 
hold to study law. Feeling lost 
without the structure of school, 
Tom goes on a road trip which 
ends in a visit to his father in 
prison. Chelsea dissects her 
ATAR result, goes on a  
schoolies cruise and contem-
plates her future with Harrison.

Themes explored

- My highs and lows

Equipment needed

- Sticky notes
- Pens/Textas/Markers/Pencils 
- Workbook/Paper
- Laptop/Desktop/Mobile 
  device

Students stand in a circle.

One student is nominated to start the activity by passing an imaginary ball 
across the circle and making a sound as the ‘ball’ is passed through the air.

 - The sound could be a ‘swoosh’, or an animal sound-it’s up to the 
student.

As the ‘ball’ is passed around the circle, students make different sounds, until 
each student has had at least one turn. 

activity: passing the sound

switch on
5 mins

understand

26 mins

activity 1
Watch Episode 22 - My Year 12 Life 
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10 mins

Students work in groups of 3.

Groups come up with a list of highs and lows they have already experienced 
(or friends may have experienced) during year 12 (the previous activity will 
offer suggestions to students to use in this activity).

Students join with another group to create a large group of 6.

Students combine their examples and order their lists of highs and lows from 
highest to lowest.

Whole group discussion on how to savour the high moments and who/what 
can assist when going through low times.

small group: Ordering your highs and lows
activity 3

Move students in to a large free 
space.

Position students in two circles, 
the inside circle facing out and the 
outside circle facing in so everyone 
has a partner. 

Teacher reads out the questions and 
each pair has 1 minute to discuss
their responses.

The outside circle moves one space 
to the left and the next question is 
read out and answered. And, so on 
until all questions are answered. 

questions:

 1. What have been your  
     highs so far in Year 12?

 2. What have been your  
     lows?

 3. Who/What has 
     contributed to your highs?

 4. What did you do to move  
     on from your lows?

 5.What are you doing to  
     record/remember your  
     highs?

 6.What do you predict to be
     future highs and lows 
     leading to the end of Year 
     12 and beyond?

circle chat: A hell  
of a ride!

activity 2
15 mins

understand continued22
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act & apply

Students use The Money Smart  
Website (Federal Government)  
moneysmart.gov.au/life-events-and-
you/life-events/starting-work 
to explore what they need when 
starting work.

Students write down 5 top tips.

Students create 3 social media posts 
to share information they have learnt 
with their peers.

Tom explains that his Dad has been 
sent back to gaol, and we see him 
visiting his Dad for the first time 
(since he was 12) and how happy he 
was to have visited him in Broome, 
before he returns to Kunanurra.
 
Students use sticky notes to write 
down as many ways they have/want 
to reconnect with friends and/or 
family.

Students share their ideas with at 
least three students in their class.

Students choose their top 5 
suggestions to share with the whole 
group.

Tom talks about not knowing what to do, and drives 
around on his trip to Broome, looking for inspiration as to 
what to do next in his life. 

Plans modify, change and redirect as we go through life. 
In Episode one, students discussed their goals for Term 
1, and for Year 12.

Students revisit this activity.
 
Students reflect on what they said their goals would be for 
Term 1 and Year 12.

Students work with a partner to discuss;

 - Did you achieve your Term 1 goals? 

 - Are your Year 12 goals the same as they were at 
the beginning of Year 12? 

 - What influences our goals and decisions? 

 - What would you suggest Tom do to gain  
motivation/ideas as to what to do next after  
finishing Year 12?

Tom discusses being offered a job on a local radio station 
and having to read through his first contract. Contracts 
form parts of most jobs and it is important to get further 
information prior to signing a contract to make sure you 
understand what is involved.

Students explore the following websites (as a start to 
finding out information).

Students research and write down as many important 
points as they find to share with a peer in their class at 
the end of the activity.

 - employment.gov.au/job-seekers-0 
 
 - employment.gov.au/generation-success-re-
sources-young-job-seekers 
   
 - fairwork.gov.au/how-we-will-help/templates-and-
guides/best-practice-guides/a-guide-for-young-
workers 
 
 - abc.net.au/news/2016-11-24/entering-the-job-
market-think-skills-not-just-careers/8050706 

first job!

reconnecting with 
friends and family

think-pair-share: Plan, plan and 
plan again!

research: My work contract

activity 3

activity 4

activity 1

activity 2

10 mins

10 mins

15 mins

15 mins

my highs and lows

22
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23
Synopsis

Our students can barely sleep 
as they count down the hours 
to exam results. In this  
episode Ben shares the  
moment with his parents and 
gets a coveted phone call; 
Jess is more anxious about 
finding a new place than her 
ATAR but receives shocking 
health news; Eden can barely 
look at her result, but resists 
letting her mark define her as 
she enjoys spending more time 
with her grandmother; Alex is 
shattered by the tough rigors 
of full time work as he explores 
playing softball overseas. 
Schoolies week arrives as the 
students let down their hair 
and celebrate officially leaving 
their high school days behind 
them.

Themes explored

- My schoolies

Equipment needed

- Sticky notes (4 different 
  colours)
- Pens/Textas/Markers/Pencils 
- Workbook/Paper

Students use sticky notes and work in groups of 4.

Each student writes down a famous person on a sticky notes (1 colour per 
student in the group- ie, 4 colours).

Placed face down, students choose one sticky note (not the one they wrote).

Students take turn in guessing who they are by asking questions.  
Each Yes question, provides them another turn at asking a question.

Game continues until all participants have guessed who they are.

We see Tom talking about receiving his Year 12 Certificate as the final part 
of his Year 12 process and feeling a sense of achievement and proving to 
himself that ‘he could do anything.’ 

Students brainstorm all that happens at the end of Year 12, not just receiving 
the ATAR.

Discuss as a class.

activity: heads up!

switch on

understand
activity 1

activity 2
5 mins

10 mins

understand

it’s not just about the ATAR! Brainstorm 

26 mins

Watch Episode 23 - My Year 12 Life 
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Guide discussion so that students 
consider online and offline places to 
go for help, including organisations/
supports in the local school area. 
Discussion MUST also include: If 
you or a student are worried about 
someone and feel urgent profes-
sional support is needed, turn to a 
trusted adult to help. If the need for 
assistance is life threatening, call 
000 (triple zero; Australia only).

Places students can go to for help 
include:
Out-of-school supports:
- Parent/carer/extended family  
  member
- Friends
- Coach
- Online services such as: ReachOut. 
  com, headspace, beyondblue, 
  youth beyondblue
Counsellors/psychologists/GPs 

In-school supports:
- Teacher
- Year Advisor
- Head Teacher Welfare/Wellbeing
- Teachers Aide
- Aboriginal Education Officer/ 
  School/Support Officer or Teachers  
  Aide
- Chaplain/Pastoral Care Worker/ 
  School Counselor

10 mins

In pairs, students research and create a ‘go to list’ for Year 12s on where to 
get help when feeling anxious, nervous or worried.

seeking support list!
activity 3

*Teachers Note: While is it still 
important to acknowledge the 
support available to students in 
school, this discussion should 
focus on more outside of school 
resources as this episode is 
where we see the students already 
completing their time at school.

understand continued23
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act & apply

Students explore websites such as;

 - au.reachout.com/Schoo 
lies-survival-guide?gclid=C 
MDA452y4dICFUcIvA 
od9P0OGg  

 - betterhealth.vic.gov.au/
health/healthyliving/party 
ing-safely-schoolies-week 

Students create a 10 point safety tip 
sheet for attending schoolies 
(leavers).

Students place their 10 point safety 
tips on the classroom wall as  
reminders (Including references to 
helpful websites for staying safe).

Draw a large Y-chart on the board.

Students have one minute to think what receiving their 
ATAR will: 

 - look like 

 - sounds like 

 - feel like 

After one minute, students share their answers with  
another student and decide their top three answers for 
each section and write them on the board. 

Whole class discussion. 

 - Include - who will you share your ATAR/Year 12 
results with?

Students complete a list/plan of what is next after they 
finish Year 12.

Will you be; 

 - Working fulltime? 

 - Studying? 

 - Choosing a different degree than they first 
thought? 

 - Travelling? 

 - Having a gap year? 

 - Attend schoolies (leavers)? 

What resources do you need to help with the further 
planning of these dot points? (people, organisations etc)

What will you do with your Year 12 Jacket/Jersey?

Discuss as a class.

schoolies (leavers) 
tip sheet!

your ATAR: Y-Chart

what’s next? Dot list plan

activity 3

activity 1

activity 2

20 mins

15 mins

10 mins

*Teachers note: If no online 
access, these fact sheets can be 
pre-downloaded prior to the lesson

23
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24
Synopsis

After a dramatic final school 
year filled with tears, joys and 
multiple surprises, the students 
discover life after graduation is 
just as unpredictable. Shianna 
gets the ATAR she wanted, but 
discovers her family is falling 
apart just as she must leave 
home for her new university on 
the Gold Coast. Trianna rides 
an emotional rollercoaster from 
the pressure of her high ATAR 
ambitions, and must end the 
agonising choice between her 
love of journalism and ability to 
make more money with a de-
gree in commerce.  Alfie deals 
with the fallout from his lack of 
effort through Year 12 and tries 
to find a new way to make his 
mother proud of him.

Themes explored

- My Education

Equipment needed

- Pens/Textas/Markers/Pencils 
- Workbook/Paper
- Laptop/Desktop/Mobile 
  device

Students find a partner and share their 3 favourite;

 - Foods 

 - Books 

 - Movies 

 - Youtube clips etc 

Shianna discusses moving out of home to live on the Gold Coast to attend 
Uni. We see her elation when she finds out she has been successful with her 
application to lease a property to live in. There are many things to think about 
when moving out of home. 

Student revise Understand, Activity Two in Episode 5.

Students watch Moving Out, how to budget:  
youtube.com/watch?v=pbJww9A7a7I 

Students read through the website ASIC-Money Smart: Before you move out 
of home moneysmart.gov.au/life-events-and-you/under-25s/moving-out-of-
home/before-you-move-out and choose one of the following topics to explore 
further, writing down at least 5 main points they find interesting/useful.

 - Choosing a place. 

 - Sharing with flatmates. 

Students read through the Moving out Checklist on the website and detail 
their own checklist for when/if they move out of home.

Students share their checklists with the class.

activity: these are my favourite things…

switch on

understand
activity 1

activity 2
20 mins

5 mins

understand

investigate: Moving out of home

26 mins

Watch Episode 24 - My Year 12 Life 
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act & apply

Students in this episode describe 
how they are feeling at the end of 
Year 12, receiving their ATAR and 
discovering what will/may come next 
in their lives.

Students work in pairs to detail a list 
of emotions starting with each letter 
of the alphabet (A through to Z).

Students compare their ideas with 
that of another pair and combine 
their answers.

Trianna discusses the other focus areas she wished 
she had learned/talked about while completing Year 12 
studies. 

Students write down the first five thoughts that come to 
their head with regards to the following:

Other than receiving an ATAR and/or a graduation 
certificate, what else do you wish school education 
focused on in your final year?

Class collates ideas on board and highlights top 5 
responses.

In this episode we hear a collection of thoughts from 
some of the Year 12 students;

‘You don’t know what it’s like until you’ve done it’ 
(Kayla)

‘I’d never, ever want to do it again…but I didn’t hate it’ 
(Kayla)

‘It’s helped me grow a lot and become a better person’ 
(Charlie)

‘It’s overwhelming to be thrown out in to the world’ 
(Angela)

‘It was a fun year…one of the best of my life so far’  
(Ben)

Students write a letter to their Year 12 self with view of 
providing this letter to a beginning Year 12 student the 
following year.

alphabet emotions

brainswarm

write a letter to a Year 12 student!

activity 3

activity 1

activity 2

10 mins

5 mins

20 mins

my education

24
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issues index

Theme Episode 
Number

Section  
(Understand/Act and Apply)

Activity  
Number

Creating a safe and  
supportive environment  

(in your classroom)

Can be used
across the series 

when required
Pre episode one N/A

Being in Year 12 
(Formal, feelings, 

expectations, celebrating 
the end of Year 12)

Episode 1 Understand (My Expectations) 2+3

Episode 8
Act and Apply (My Friends) 1+2
Act and Apply (My Formal) 1

Episode 14 Act and Apply (My Teachers) 1+2
Episode 18 Act and Apply (My Hobbies) 2
Episode 19 Understand (My Advice) 2

Episode 20
Understand (My Exams) 2
Act and Apply (My Exams) 1

Episode 21 Act and Apply (My Camera) 2
Episode 22 Understand (My Highs and Lows) 2+3
Episode 23 Understand (My Schoolies) 2
Episode 24 Act and Apply (My Education) 1,2+3
Episode 1 Understand (My Expectations) 4

Help Seeking

Episode 8 Act and Apply (My Friends) 3
Episode 9 Understand (My Courage) 3
Episode 10 Understand (My Sex) 2
Episode 11 Understand (My Support) 2
Episode 13 Act and Apply (My Parental Pressure) 2
Episode 23 Understand (My Schoolies) 3

Friends

Episode 6
Understand (My Regrets) 2+3
Act and Apply (My Regrets) 1

Episode 8 Understand (My Friends) 2+3
Episode 12 Act and Apply (My Conflicts) 1
Episode 13 Act and Apply (My Parental Pressure) 3
Episode 22 Act and Apply (My Highs and Lows) 4

Family/Parents  
[Conflict and support]

Episode 3
Understand (My Family) 1
Act and Apply (My Family) 1+2

Episode 5 Act and Apply (My Independence) 1,2+3
Episode 11 Act and Apply (My Support) 1
Episode 13 Act and Apply (My Parental Pressure) 2+6
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Theme Episode 
Number

Section  
(Understand/Act and Apply)

Activity  
Number

Stress and Anxiety

Episode 1
Act and Apply (My Workload) 2
Act and Apply (My Competition) 1

Episode 12 Understand (My Conflicts) 2

Episode 13
Understand (My Parental Pressure) 2+3
Act and Apply (My Parental Pressure) 1

Episode 15 Act and Apply (My Health) 3
Episode 17 Act and Apply (My Marks) 3

Balancing School and Life

Episode 1 Act and Apply (My Workload) 1

Episode 2
Understand (My Relationships) 3
Act and Apply (Competing demands) 1,2,3+4

Episode 4 Act and Apply (My Dreams) 4+5
Episode 6 Act and Apply (My Regrets) 2
Episode 7 Act and Apply (My Politics) 1
Episode 8 Act and Apply (My Friends) 1
Episode 9 Act and Apply (My Courage) 1,2+3
Episode 11 Act and Apply (My Conflicts) 3
Episode 12 Act and Apply (My Conflicts) 2
Episode 13 Understand (My Parental Pressure) 4

Episode 15
Understand (My Health) 2
Act and Apply (My Health) 1+2

Episode 17 Act and Apply (My Travel) 1
Episode 18 Act and Apply (My Hobbies) 1

Personal Strengths

Episode 3 Act and Apply (My family) 1

Episode 4
Understand (My Dreams) 2
Act and Apply (My Dreams) 1,2+3

Episode 9 Understand (My Courage) 2

Episode 14
Act and Apply (My Strengths) 1
Act and Apply (Stress) 1

Episode 16 Act and Apply (My Uni Choices) 4
Episode 18 Understand (My Hobbies) 2

Sex, Gender, 
Sexuality + Body Image

Episode 6
Understand (My Hookups) 7
Act and Apply (My Hookups) 3

Episode 7
Act and Apply (My Phone) 5
Act and Apply (My Politics) 4

Episode 10
Understand ( My Sex) 1+2
Understand ( My Gender) 2,3+4
Act and Apply (My Sex) 1

Episode 11 Act and Apply (My Conflicts) 2

issues index
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Theme Episode  
Number

Section  
(Understand/Act and Apply)

Activity  
Number

Studying, Exams  
and the ATAR

Episode 16
Understand (My Uni Choices) 4
Act and Apply (My Uni Choices) 2

Episode 20 Act and Apply (Exams) 2,4+5
Episode 21 Act and Apply (My Camera) 1
Episode 19 Understand (My Advice) 3

Episode 21
Understand (My Camera) 2
Act and Apply 1

Careers, Work  
and University

Episode 7 Act and Apply (My Politics) 3

Episode 11
Understand (My Part time job) 1+2
Act and Apply (My Support) 1+2

Episode 12 Understand (My Conflicts) 2

Episode 16
Understand (My Uni Choices) 2+3
Act and Apply (My Uni Choices) 1+3

Episode 17 Understand (My Marks) 2
Episode 18 Understand (My Hobbies) 3
Episode 22 Act and Apply (My Highs and Lows) 2+3

Finances/Budgeting/First 
Car

Episode 9 Act and Apply (My Money) 1
Episode 3 Understand (My Social Life) 3

Post Year 12
Episode 19 Act and Apply (My Advice) 1+2
Episode 22 Act and Apply (My Highs and Lows) 1
Episode 23 Act and Apply (My Schoolies) 2

Voting Episode 7 Understand (My Politics) 2+3

Safe Partying  
[Schoolies/Leavers/ 

18th Birthdays/Alcohol]

Episode 3 Understand (My Social Life) 2
Episode 8 Act and Apply (My Formal) 2
Episode 12 Understand (My 18th) 1
Episode 17 Act and Apply (My Travel) 2
Episode 20 Act and Apply (Exams) 3
Episode 23 Act and Apply (My Schoolies) 3

Episode 14
Understand (Drinking Alcohol) 2,3+4
Act and Apply (Drinking Alcohol) 1

Social Media Episode 19 Act and Apply (My Advice) 3

Moving Out
Episode 5 Understand (My Independence) 2
Episode 17 Understand (My Travel) 3
Episode 24 Understand (My Education) 2

Grief and Loss

Episode 9 Understand (My Courage) 3
Episode 11 Act and Apply (My Support) 2
Episode 12 Act and Apply (My Conflicts) 4
Episode 13 Act and Apply (My Parental Pressure) 5

Bullying Episode 6 Understand (My Bullies) 4,5+6

issues index
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